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Thank you for participating in our auction! The live auction will
begin on Thursday, July 8th at 6:30pm Pacific. If you are the
winning bidder, there is no need to contact us to arrange payment
-- your credit card will be processed at the end of auction and we
will email your receipt. The buyer's premium for online bidders is
18%.

If you live within the Portland/Salem metro area, we assume you
wish to pick up your items. We are typically open for pickups
Monday - Friday from 9am until 4pm and most Saturdays from
10am until 3pm (it's always advised to call ahead, just to be sure
we will be open). Other hours are available by appointment.
Purchases must be picked up within 14 days or they will be
considered abandoned. 

If you live outside of the local area we will ship your items to you.
Your credit card will automatically be charged for shipping once the
actual costs have been calculated and we will forward you the
tracking number. Shipping is handled by the Newberg Mail Room --
please call them directly at 503-538-5555 with shipping-specific
questions. Shipping is only provided for smaller items -- not
furniture, especially heavy, or over-sized items; buyers must make
their own freight arrangements.

PAYMENT, PICKUP & SHIPPING ARRANGEMENTS1

Lot will be added prior to the auction and is sold to benefit St.
Jude's Children's Hospital.

ST. JUDE CHARITY LOT2

Two vintage enameled trinket boxes decorated with Swarovski
crystals. Includes an ostrich and a blue bird on a branch. The
ostrich is signed Rucinni and stands 3-3/4" tall. The other is
unsigned. Lot is sold to benefit the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

TWO JEWELED TRINKET BOXES -- ASPCA LOT3

Includes six tall sherbet/champagne glasses (3-5/8" tall) and two
small wine glasses (4-1/4" tall). Lot is sold to benefit CASA for
Children.

FOSTORIA "COLONY" GLASSWARE -- CASA CHARITY
LOT

4

America's 50 state quarters were struck by the United States Mint
from 1999 to 2008 - the most popular coin program in history.
Display features all 50 of the 25¢ coins representing each state in
the US. Frame measures 12" tall x 15" wide.

QUARTERS OF THE FIFTY STATES COLLECTION5

LOT #

Signed hardbound copy of Willie Nelson's book "Roll Me Up and
Smoke Me When I Die, Musings from the Road." Hand drawing
and signature on the first page are dated 2012 with "The End"
signature and date on the last page. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

SIGNED WILLIE NELSON AUTOBIOGRAPHY6

Antique black and white photo depicts Babe Ruth sparring on a
rooftop with Artie McGovern. It measures 3-3/4" x 2-5/8".

1926 BABE RUTH TRAINING PHOTOGRAPH7

Includes two vintage Pyrex Cinderella mixing bowls in the "Early
American" pattern. The white bowl is a 2-1/2 quart and the brown
bowl is a 4 quart. Both appear to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE PYREX "EARLY AMERICAN" MIXING BOWLS8

Three antique Venetian art glass duck figurines. The blown glass
figures are in a variety of poses and range in size from 8" to 10"
tall. All appear to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE AMBERINA BLOWN GLASS DUCK FIGURINES9

Assorted beach collectibles including drift wood, sand dollars,
shells, model boats, and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE COAST COLLECTIBLES10

Three pieces of Nambe ware including a handled serving tray and
two heart-shaped bowls. Each piece is unique as the sand mold
used to create it is only used once. Largest piece measures 19"
long.

SOUTHWEST VINTAGE NAMBE SERVING WARE11

Vintage Blenko art glass #5521 decanter in jonquil designed by
Wayne Husted. It measures 12" to the top of the stopper. Appears
to be in very nice overall condition.

CIRCA 1957 BLENKO WAYNE HUSTED BOTTLE
DECANTER

12

Fabulous Art Deco chrome barware designed by Harold
Reichenbach for Chase. Bar set consists of the "Gaiety" cocktail
shaker with black horizontal stripes, eight footed cocktail cups, and
tray. The shaker stands 11-1/2" tall, each glass measures 2" tall,
and the tray is 15-1/2" long x 5-1/4" wide.

CIRCA 1930s CHASE CHROME "HOLIDAY COCKTAIL
SET"

13

Two pieces of vintage amberina crackle art glass including a
hand-blown Blenko inspired decanter and a 8" tall pitcher with
applied reeded handle. Both appear to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE AMBERINA CRACKLE GLASSWARE14
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Green hand-blown glass fishing float measures approximately 12"
in diameter.

ANTIQUE GLASS FISHING FLOAT15

Includes nine assorted hand-blown glass fishing floats ranging in
size from 3" to 5" in diameter.

GROUP OF VINTAGE GLASS FISHING FLOATS16

Each bowl measures approximately 6" across.

SET OF 10 MID-CENTURY MYRTLEWOOD SALAD
BOWLS

17

Two antique fabric books featuring assorted crochet patterns. Each
measures approximately 12" x 10".

TWO ANTIQUE CROCHET PATTERN SAMPLER BOOKS18

Includes six cabinet card style black and white photographs
advertising old general stores and one depicting a military
encampment at meal time.

ANTIQUE BLACK & WHITE PHOTOS OF STORES +
MORE

19

Antique cast iron hand-held printing press was manufactured by
Sigwalt Mfg. Co, Chicago, Ill. It comes in the original dovetailed
wooden box with a catalog of short type. Crate measures 4-1/4" tall
x 8-1/2" long x 5" wide.

CHICAGO NO. 3 HAND-INKING PRINTING PRESS20

Includes approximately 30 pen or pencil clips advertising "Morton's
Salt - It Pours." Each measures approximately 1-1/2" tall x -3/4"
wide. Good overall condition with signs of surface rust.

CIRCA 1920s MORTON'S SALT ADVERTISING PEN
CLIPS

21

Nearly 90 cardboard dairy bottle caps featuring Presidents of the
United States. Collection is nearly complete will all the US leaders
from George Washington (#1) to John F. Kennedy (#35) with the
exception of four missing presidents: John Quincy Adams (#6),
James Buchanan (#15), Rutherford B. Hayes (#19), and Grover
Cleveland (#24). Each measures 1-1/4" across.

1960s PRESIDENTIAL MILK BOTTLE TOPS22

Six antique stoneware mixing bowls including a set of three nesting
bowls ranging in size from 6" to 9" across plus three additional
unmarked bowls with the largest measuring 11-1/2" across. The
nesting bowls are marked 24, Bauer Pottery -18, and Pacific
Stoneware.

PRIMITIVE YELLOW WARE MIXING BOWLS23

Includes six cups & saucers and seven salad plates in the "Jane
Ray" pattern plus a "Swirl Shell" mixing bowl (6" across). Appears
to be in good overall condition.

CIRCA 1940s FIRE-KING JADEITE GLASSWARE24

Includes Owens Illinois Glass Hoosier flour, sugar, and tea jars
with the original red labels (missing one lid) as well as a similarly
ribbed clear glass bottle made by Anchor Hocking (10" tall). The

CIRCA 1930s KITCHEN CANISTER SET & MORE25

LOT #
largest two pantry jars stand 8" tall.

Includes 19 lead soldiers, 6 Native American Indian figures, a tank,
and a cannon. The taller figures stand approximately 3-1/4" tall.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE LEAD TOY FIGURES26

Circa 1940s child's beanie hat is made of felt and leather and
features multiple Cracker Jack charms from the era including
windmill, dog, boot, trumpet, elephant, key, goldfish, etc. It
measures approximately 4" tall x 7" wide.

ANTIQUE BEANIE HAT WITH CRACKER JACK CHARMS27

It measures 9" tall.
VINTAGE CAST BRONZE GALLEON DOOR STOP28

Lifeboat compass was manufactured by John E. Hand & Sons Co,
Haddonfield, NJ. It is a model LMC-101-D; serial no:17888. Marine
compass is housed in a metal case with instructions on a plate
mounted on the front. Box measures 7-1/2" tall x 6" wide x 6" deep
with the lid closed.

ANTIQUE JOHN E. HAND & SONS CO. NAUTICAL
COMPASS

29

Antique ship's compass was manufactured by Riggs & Bro,
Philadelphia and is serial number 64542. Marine compass features
a brass gimbal frame fitted in a wood box measures 3-1/4" tall x
5-1/4" long x 5-1/4" wide. The box bears a tag indicating it was
once owned by Bob Johnson.

ANTIQUE RIGGS & BRO. NAUTICAL COMPASS30

Circa 1940s miner's inspection lamp features a brass body with
wooden handle. It stands approximately 9" tall. Appears to be in
good overall condition.

VINTAGE CEAG MINER'S INSPECTION LAMP31

Vintage mermaid figural boat fender is marked "N.A. Taylor Co.
Inc." It measures approximately 22" long. Appears to be in nice
overall condition.

VINTAGE N. A. TAYLOR MERMAID BOAT BUMPER32

Vintage marine brass oil lantern is embossed "Cargo Light No.
3954, Great Britain, 1939." It measures 15" tall x 7" square.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

BRASS NAUTICAL CARGO LIGHT33

Antique wooden boat model measures 16" tall x 25" wide x 8"
deep.

ANTIQUE FISHING BOAT MODEL34

Remarkably detailed, hand-carved wooden folk art picture frame
holds a 4x6 photograph and measures approximately 15" tall x
11-1/4" wide.

ANTIQUE TRAMP ART PICTURE FRAME35

Circa 1880s four volume set of "Battles and Leaders of the Civil
War" was published by The Century Co. Set includes volumes from
two editions and features leather spine and corners with marble

BATTLES & LEADERS OF THE CIVIL WAR 4-VOLUME
SET

36
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Antique spurs have tooled leathers and silver overlay button
featuring a horse head.

PAIR OF ANTIQUE WESTERN SPURS37

Vintage brass spurs come with a small photo album filled with
photographs of a 1939 cattle drive in Wyoming and a 1941
Sheridan-Wyoming Rodeo competitor badge and number. The
"Hold-Pat Snap-shots" album measures 4" tall x 5-3/4" wide and
comes with the negatives for the pictures it holds.

VINTAGE SPURS & WESTERN COLLECTIBLES38

Includes a turn of the century cast iron miner's candlestick holder
marked "Varney" and a tin teapot oil lamp with a hook to mount on
a miner's cap.

ANTIQUE MINER'S STICKING TOMMY & OIL-WICK CAP
LAMP

39

Primitive antique hand tools including an 18" hafted axe with
carved stone head, stone pestle, and more.

PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE TOOLS40

Antique Conestoga or harness hame bells are mounted a hand
forged frame. The center bell is embossed with the date 1878. It
measures 22" wide overall with each bell measuring approximately
2" tall.

ANTIQUE CONESTOGA BELLS ON HAND FORGED
FRAME

41

Antique Conestoga or harness hame bells are mounted a hand
forged frame. One bell is embossed with the date 1878. It
measures 21" wide overall with each bell measuring approximately
2" tall.

ANTIQUE CONESTOGA BELLS ON HAND FORGED
FRAME

42

Early explosive detonator features a wood case with two mounted
brass plaques and leather strap. It stands 13" to the top of the
plunger.

ANTIQUE DuPONT TNT BLASTING MACHINE NO. 243

Antique cast iron rope maker is embossed "Pat. Nov 12, 1901" and
is mounted to wood. It measures 13" tall x 13" wide x 8" deep
overall.

ANTIQUE FENCE MOUNTED ROPE MAKER44

Includes six antique horse hoof cleaning knives in assorted styles
with wooden handles. Longest measures approximately 8" long.

ANTIQUE FARRIER TOOLS45

Nearly 40 tin lithographed tobacco tags representing a variety of
brands including Red Lion, Peachey Plug, American Eagle, Jolly
Tar, Black Crows, Battle Ax, Anchor Plug, and others. Mounted
under glass in a frame measuring 11" tall x 9" wide.

FRAMED ANTIQUE TOBACCO ADVERTISING TAG
COLLECTION

46

LOT #

Antique pair of child size stirrups come with spurs and leathers.
Each measures approximately 3" wide.

ANTIQUE CHILD'S STIRRUPS & SPURS47

Four vintage toy guns (three with holsters) including a Colt 45,
measuring 13" long, a "Cowboy", a Hubley Colt .38, and a
"Gabriel."

FOUR 1950s TOY REVOLVERS48

Includes a leather belt, holsters, and two 8" Texan Jr. toy revolvers.
VINTAGE TOY WESTERN COWBOY ACCESSORIES49

Assorted English riding horse tack and accessories including bits,
leathers, stirrups, size 6-7/8 Foster Western Corral helmet, and
crop.

ASSORTED ENGLISH RIDING HORSE TACK50

Vintage desktop model of the C. P. Huntington, the famous SP
locomotive #1, the little locomotive that helped build our nation's
first transcontinental railroad. The train has a built-in solid-state AM
transistor radio and runs on a 9V battery. It appears to be unused
and comes in the original box with shipping carton which measures
5-1/2" tall x 12-1/2" long x 4-1/2" wide. Untested.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC C.P. HUNTINGTON TRAIN RADIO51

Bronze-toned metal Western theme electric shelf clock with a
Sessions movement. It features a standing horse next to horseshoe
shaped clock housing with a bas-relief of two horses below. It
measures 11" tall x 17" wide x 5" deep.

VINTAGE SESSIONS HORSE CLOCK52

Includes a "Pony Express Chewing Tobacco, Cut Plug" advertising
spittoon measuring 10" tall, a 13" brass spittoon and an empty can
of vintage Copenhagen Snuff.

TWO VINTAGE BRASS SPITTOONS53

Wood construction "Lone Ranger" acoustical guitar is made in the
USA by Jefferson Mfg. Co. Inc. It is recommended for ages 4 and
up. Unopened in the original box. Box measures 16" long x 10-3/4"
wide.

LONE RANGER TOY ACOUSTIC GUITAR - NOS54

Wood construction "Roy Rogers" acoustical guitar is made in the
USA by Jefferson Mfg. Co. Inc. It is recommended for ages 4 and
up. Unopened in the original box. Box measures 16" long x 10-3/4"
wide.

ROY ROGERS TOY ACOUSTIC GUITAR - NOS55

Measures approximately 64" tall x 64" wide.
ANTIQUE WOOL CARRIAGE BLANKET56

Triangle style dinner bell measures 24" tall x 24" wide at the base
and comes with mounting bracket.

ANTIQUE WROUGHT IRON RANCH TRIANGLE DINNER
BELL

57
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Vintage vending machine dispenses packs of chewing gum for a
penny. It advertises "Delicious Chewing Gum - Aids Digestion -
Sweetens Breath - Choose Your Flavor - Spearmint - Peppermint -
1 cent." Dispenser measures 15" tall x 7" wide x 5" deep.

JOLLY GOOD INDUSTRIES CHEWING GUM VENDING
MACHINE

58

Two cast iron shoe forms and a cobbler's anvil stand mounted to a
wooden block. Stand measures approximately 24" in overall height.

ANTIQUE CAST IRON COBBLER'S STAND & SHOE
LASTS

59

Includes eight assorted antique tintypes from the late 1800s as well
as a small photo album with portraits.

VICTORIAN TINTYPES60

Includes approximately 30 assorted tin types depicting children.
Each measures approximately 3" x 4".

GROUP OF ANTIQUE TINTYPES OF CHILDREN61

Assortment of antique ephemera including advertisements, photos,
"The Troubles and Trials of Wandering Bunny" children's book, and
more.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE EPHEMERA62

Vintage candy dispenser was manufactured by Victor Vending
Corp, Chicago, Ill. Penny vending machine features an oak body
with brass face plate and measures approximately 13-1/2" tall x 7"
wide x 7" deep. No key.

VICTOR "BABY GRAND" FIVE STAR 1¢ GUMBALL
MACHINE

63

Vintage gumball machine was manufactured by Victor Vending
Corp, Chicago, Ill. Nickel vending machine features a painted wood
body with brass face plate and retains most of the "Rocket Charms
5¢" decal. Dispenser measures approximately 12" tall x 7" wide x
7" deep. No lock or key.

VICTOR "BABY GRAND" 5¢ VENDING MACHINE64

Vintage candy dispenser was manufactured by Oak Mfg Co. Penny
vending machine features a cast aluminum body with glass globe
and retains the "Acorn All Purpose Vendo 1¢" decal. It measures
approximately 16" tall x 7" wide x 7" deep. Comes with a key.

ACORN ALL PURPOSE VENDOR 1¢ GUMBALL
MACHINE

65

Vintage candy dispenser was manufactured by Victor Vending
Corp, Chicago, Ill. Penny vending machine features an oak body
with brass face plate and retains the "Chicle Treets 2 for 1¢" decal.
It measures approximately 12" tall x 7" wide x 7" deep. Comes with
a key for the top lock.

VICTOR "BABY GRAND" 1¢ GUMBALL MACHINE66

Includes face plates, Acorn globe, interior vending mechanism, and
other assorted parts.

ASSORTED GUMBALL MACHINE PARTS67

LOT #

Vintage table lamp features a gum ball machine on wood base with
white shade. It measures 34" in total height and comes with a 20"
diameter white lamp shade.

VINTAGE GUMBALL MACHINE TABLE LAMP68

Includes six antique daguerreotypes ranging in height from 3" to
4-1/2" tall.

VICTORIAN DAGUERREOTYPES69

Includes a large assortment of black & white and sepia
photographs featuring children holding dolls. Some are cabinet
cards.

ANTIQUE PHOTOGRAPHS OF CHILDREN WITH DOLLS70

Includes a large assortment of black & white and sepia
photographs featuring children. Many are cabinet cards.

ANTIQUE PHOTOGRAPHS OF CHILDREN71

Includes fifteen antique photographs in black & white and sepia
from the late 1800s to the 1930s with some studio portraits and
cabinet cards.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE PHOTOGRAPHS72

Circa 1890s stereoscopic viewer and approximately 70 viewer
cards including Japanese, Egypt, China, USA iconic locals,
Victorian and more.

VICTORIAN STEREOSCOPIC VIEWER & CARDS73

Single-sided round convex enameled metal advertising Coke sign
measures 12" across.

VINTAGE COCA-COLA 12" BUTTON SIGN74

Includes a 12" diameter metal thermometer advertising "Drink
Coca-Cola in Bottles" (missing glass cover) and a plastic 7"
thermometer advertising "Texaco - The Sign of Service, Martin's
Texaco Service" out of Tucson, Arizona.

TWO VINTAGE ADVERTISING THERMOMETERS75

Includes six Coke trays featuring reproductions of early 1900s
trays, trays with Norman Rockwell artwork, and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE ADVERTISING COCA-COLA
TRAYS

76

Includes a framed sign which reads "Drink Coca-Cola,
Delicious-Refreshing, Thirst-Quenching;" a Coke advertising mirror;
a "Dutch Masters - The Fine Cigar" mirror; photograph of a circa
1950s Pepsi-Cola delivery truck; and a framed service plaque
featuring a Coke advertising print with plaque which reads "Mary
Asmus - An American "Classic" Christmas 1990" which measures
21-1/2" tall x 17-1/2" wide.

VINTAGE ADVERTISING MIRRORS & MORE77

Includes a single-sided USS Cyclone Fence porcelain sign and
three metal thermometers advertising gas & oil companies. The
sign measures 4-1/4" tall x 13-1/2" long.

ANTIQUE ADVERTISING SIGN & THERMOMETERS78
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Vintage single-sided metal sign reads "This Property Protected By
The California Farmer Protective Service - Reward Paid for Theft
Conviction." It measures 6-1/2" tall x 13-3/4" wide. Appears to be in
good overall condition with some surface rust.

VINTAGE CALIFORNIA FARMER PROTECTIVE SERVICE
SIGN

79

Circa 1980s-1990s Coke advertising clocks are all battery
operated. One is still shrink-wrapped in the original box. It
measures 13-1/4" tall x 12" wide.

FOUR VINTAGE COCA-COLA CLOCKS80

Three vintage nickel peanut dispensers manufactured by Reliable
Nut Co, Los Angeles, CA. Each features a cast metal body with
glass globe and stands 8-1/2" tall x 9-1/2" across at the base.

THREE RELIABLE 5¢ PEANUT VENDING MACHINES81

Circa 1920s single-sided cardboard sign advertises "Campbell's
Vegetable Soup - Be glad you're hungry! You can enjoy 15 different
vegetable in this one soup" and was lithographed in the USA. It
measures 11" tall x 21" wide. Appears to be in good overall
condition with some paper loss and holes.

ANTIQUE CAMPBELL'S VEGETABLE SOUP
ADVERTISEMENT

82

Circa 1920s single sided cardboard sign advertises "Golden Hair
Need Never Darken, Marchand's Golden Hair Wash quickly
restores the natural beauty." It is made by Offset Litho, USA and
measures 11" tall x 21" wide. Although the paper is in good
condition, the sign has stained and darkened with age.

ANTIQUE MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH
ADVERTISEMENT

83

Circa 1950 Taylor Biscuit store display advertising jar is embossed
on both sides "Taylor Biscuit - Taylored to Taste." It measures
9-1/2" tall x 9-1/2" wide x 8" deep and appears to be in nice overall
condition.

TAYLOR BISCUIT ADVERTISING JAR STORE DISPLAY84

Wooden bottle carrier is stenciled "Drink Squirt" on the front and
back and "Eureka CA" on the sides. It measures 9" tall x 16-1/2"
long x 11" wide.

VINTAGE WOODEN SQUIRT ADVERTISING CRATE85

Double-sided table top cigarette pack display rack advertises
Marlboro and features two-tiers on each side. It measures
approximately 16" tall x 14" wide x 12" deep.

VINTAGE MARLBORO COUNTER TOP DISPLAY RACK86

Wooden beer bottle carrier is stenciled "Lion Brewery of New York"
on the front and back and "Walt Wegner Foods Inc, Williamson" on
the sides. The brewery was established in 1857 and closed in
1944. It measures 10-1/2" tall x 18-1/2" long x 12" wide.

ANTIQUE LION BREWERY WOODEN CRATE87

LOT #

Red metal Art Deco display stand advertises "We Suggest
Kellogg's Cereals." It can be free-standing on a counter top or
wall-mounted and features interior shelves to hold individual boxes
of cereal. Rack measures 21-1/2" tall x 12" wide x 8" deep.

CIRCA 1940s KELLOGG'S CEREAL DINER DISPLAY
RACK

88

Circa 1920s single sided cardboard sign advertises "Crown Cake
Flour - The housewife's best friend - is uniform in lightness,
whiteness, sheen, and texture, and it gives wonderful volume!" It
measures 11" tall x 21" wide. There is some paper loss to the
edges, but overall the sign is in good condition.

ANTIQUE CROWN CAKE FLOWER ADVERTISEMENT89

Antique black & white photograph depicts the old Houston Ice &
Brewing Co. and the San Antonio Brewing Assn. with people and
horse drawn wagons in the front. It measures 10" tall and 12" wide
with mat.

ANTIQUE HOUSTON ICE & BREWING CO. PHOTO90

Model 668 six transistor radio is in the shape of a Sunco gas pump.
It operates using a 9V battery but does not appear to have ever
been used. Comes in the original box with paperwork. Box
measures 1-3/4" tall x 7" long x 4" wide.

SUN OIL COMPANY ADVERTISING SIX TRANSISTOR
RADIO

91

Includes 16 acrylic sign holders that read Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer
"What'll You Have?" and 8 with Rumplemintz/Goldslager
advertising. The PBR stands measure 7-1/2" tall x 5" wide.

VINTAGE BAR ADVERTISING TABLE TOP MENU
HOLDERS

92

Vintage Hamm's Beer "from the land of sky blue waters" tray
measures 12" in diameter. Appears to be in nice overall condition
with some signs of surface wear.

VINTAGE HAMM'S BEER TRAY93

Includes two vintage ceramic Burgie beer decanters dated 1971.
Each measures 10" tall.

PAIR 1971 BURGIE! MAN DECANTERS94

Circa 1950s reverse painted glass from Hamm's Beer light-up back
bar display sign. It advertises "Hamm's Preferred" and "Theo.
Hamm Brewing Co, St. Paul, MN - San Francisco, CA. Glass
measures 13" tall x 19" wide.

HAMM'S PREFERRED REVERSE PAINTED GLASS SIGN95

Vintage single sided sign is issued by the Board of Liquor License
Commissioners of Baltimore City and reads "Licensed for the Sale
of Beer and Light Wines Only." It measures 9" tall x 20-1/4" wide
and appears to be in nice overall condition.

BALTIMORE LIQUOR COMMISSION SIGN96

Lighted back bar display advertises Rainier Beer "More Life...
Naturally." it measures 18" tall x 25-1/2" wide.

VINTAGE RAINIER BEER ADVERTISING SIGN97
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"Budweiser - King of Beers" wall light was made by Russel S.
Kribs. It measures 10" tall x 7" deep.

VINTAGE BUDWEISER ADVERTISING WALL LIGHT98

Includes an "Enjoy Red Rock Cola - Right in any Weather"
thermometer measuring 17" tall x 5" wide (heavy signs of surface
rust) and a 1953 "Warren's Complete Home Furnishers" measuring
5" tall x 6" wide.

TWO ANTIQUE ADVERTISING THERMOMETERS99

Limited edition 400-page hardbound book published in 2011 traces
the history of the wood-bodied station wagon from its earliest depot
hack days all the way through the Di-Noc wagons of the Sixties and
Seventies and is signed by the author David Featherston. It comes
in a handcrafted wooden box with a variety of Woodie memorabilia.

"CLASSIC WOODY'S" BOOK WITH TREASURE BOX100

Includes Harley-Davidson 85th and 90th Anniversary publications
and memorabilia; full-color dealer brochures and catalogs dating
from 1988 to 2002; 1987-1993 annual reports; and assorted 1990s
Harley-Davidson and Harley Owner's Group (HOG) brochures,
manuals, pen, paperweight, Passport to America Touring package
memorabilia, two never used stampable Passport booklets, and
more.

VINTAGE HARLEY-DAVIDSON EPHEMERA &
COLLECTIBLES

101

Assorted vintage car memorabilia including a V8 260 emblem,
greyhound dog hood ornament, ephemera, Bowes Tube Repair
advertising tin, antique car belt buckles, and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE AUTOMOBILIA102

Assorted Ford advertising and collectibles including a 1966 Ford
Mustang license plate cover, wrenches, model airplane, pins,
pocketknife, golf ball, gas pump toy and more.

ASSORTED FORD COLLECTIBLES103

Antique Ford Mechanical Service Assembly Charts appear to be
complete with all 13 pages. It measures approximately 37" tall x
24" wide.

1938 FORD MECHANICAL SERVICE CHARTS104

Vintage motorcycle riding leathers jacket features the original
"Langlitz Leather, Portland, Or" tag. Jacket appears to be a size
Ladies large or Men's small. Worn but good overall condition.

LANGLITZ LEATHERS MOTORCYCLE JACKET105

2008 men's Harley HD-16 motorcycle is a size small with mic,
comes with original box, and has been worn. Box measures 8" tall
x 12-1/2" wide x 10" deep. No A/C cord.

MEN'S VINTAGE HARLEY DAVIDSON MOTORCYCLE
HELMET

106

2008 men's Harley HD-16 motorcycle is a size large, comes with
original box, and has been worn. Box measures 8" tall x 12-1/2"

MEN'S VINTAGE HARLEY DAVIDSON MOTORCYCLE
HELMET

107

LOT #
wide x 10" deep.

Vintage metal store display advertises Goodyear battery cables.
Each hook is labeled with the different model numbers. It measures
18-1/2" tall x 18" wide and appears to be in nice overall condition.

GOODYEAR BATTERY CABLES ADVERTISING STORE
DISPLAY

108

Assorted vintage license plates including a pair of Oregon from
1947, a single Oregon 1937, three Western National Ford Meet
plates with Oregon 2004, Tacoma 2006, and Oregon 1995. Also
includes three '59 plate tags.

ASSORTED VINTAGE LICENSE PLATES109

Includes two tin Mobil gas advertising license plate toppers
featuring the flying Pegasus. Each measures 4-3/4" tall x 6-1/4"
wide.

TWO VINTAGE MOBIL PEGASUS LICENSE PLATE
TOPPERS

110

Ford car batter is marked "1191" on the bottom and comes with two
antique battery cables.

FORD CAR BATTERY & CABLES111

Includes three vintage state of Oregon single license plates with
original dates of 1966.

THREE 1966 OREGON SINGLE LICENSE PLATES112

2 Quart oil can with pouring spout advertises "Cross Country Motor
Oil - The Perfect Motor Oil" with the Sears Roebuck pledge "The
Cross Country name on any article is your assurance that it is the
highest quality obtainable regardless of price." It measures
approximately 8-1/4" tall. Sigs of age and surface rust.

VINTAGE ADVERTISING CROSS COUNTRY MOTOR OIL
CAN

113

Assorted antique Ford ephemera including three 1937 Reference
Books, a 1937 and 1938 V8 Engine & Chassis Repair Manual, and
a brochure for 1937 Ford V8 cars.

ANTIQUE 1937/1938 FORD EPHEMERA114

Thirteen vintage gear shift knobs including primarily
commemorative knobs of the Western National Meet for Ford
Clubs.

WESTERN NATIONAL MEET GEAR SHIFT KNOBS115

Single-sided metal street name sign measures 18-1/4" tall x 56"
long.

LARGE METAL GREENVILLE ROAD STREET SIGN116

Street signs from the corner of Glenwood Lane & Baywood Way.
Four single-sided metal signs are in a street corner mounting
bracket manufactured by Hawkins Traffic, Berkley, CA. Overall
measurements are 15" tall x 30" wide x 30" deep.

VINTAGE STREET CORNER SIGNS117
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Vintage 5 gallon gas can features a corrugated galvanized metal
body and measures 25" tall.

VINTAGE GALVANIZED OIL CAN118

Stage lighting features a metal body that is embossed "Brenkert -
Detroit" and is made to hold glass slides. Overall it measures
approximately 23" tall x 17-1/2" wide x 12" deep.

VINTAGE BRENKERT INDUSTRIAL STAGE LIGHT119

Antique oil can features a pour spout with bail & wood handle and
old red paint. It measures 19" tall.

ANTIQUE OIL CAN120

Pair of two antique cast iron door handle plates featuring the
emblem for the Woodmen of the World fraternal organization at the
top and bottom of each. They were manufactured by Sargent & Co
and each measures 9-1/4" tall x 3" wide.

WOODMAN OF THE WORLD CAST IRON DOOR HANDLE
PLATES

121

Includes hinges, door knobs, locks, light switch plates,
escutcheons, and more.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE HARDWARE122

Includes three table top metal filing drawers - two with four drawers
marked "Ward's Master Quality" and one unit with a single drawer.
The smaller units measure 6" tall x 6" wide x 8-1/2" deep.

INDUSTRIAL TABLE TOP FILE DRAWERS123

Includes three multi drawer storage organizers with plastic drawers
and metal bodies. Largest measures 22" tall x 12" wide x 6" deep.

VINTAGE PARTS INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZERS124

Includes three table top metal filing drawers - two with four drawers
and one unit with a single drawer. 4-drawer units measure 11-1/2"
tall x 5-1/2" wide x 7-1/2" deep.

INDUSTRIAL TABLE TOP FILE DRAWERS125

Includes a book, blanket, 1937 Early Ford V8 sign, belt buckle, and
more.

ASSORTED EARLY FORD V-8 CLUB COLLECTIBLES126

Includes belts, hoses, hub cap, tools, emblems, door handle,
carburetor, 1932-38 engine gasket set, and more.

VINTAGE FORD AUTOMOBILE PARTS127

Antique oak end table features a single drawer and lower
bookshelf. It measures 24" tall x 12" wide x 25" long. Table has had
a base repair (see photos).

ANTIQUE OAK END TABLE128

Rustic end table is made of walnut and features a carved bear
base. It measures 23" tall x 17" in diameter. Appears to be in nice
overall condition.

BLACK FOREST INSPIRED BEAR END TABLE129

Antique mission oak settle bench features a padded and
upholstered seat. It measures 34" tall x 55" wide x 27" deep.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

CIRCA 1910s ARTS & CRAFTS OAK SETTLE130

LOT #

Vintage walnut table features a seven-tile top in colorful orange,
yellow, and blue. It measures 29" tall x 36" wide x 16" deep.

VINTAGE CALIFORNIA TILE TOP TABLE131

Ranchero or Monterey Arts & Crafts style floor lamp measures 54"
tall. Appears to be wired but it's been cut.

MONTEREY ARTS & CRAFTS STYLE FLOOR LAMP132

Circa 1970s Gothic style hanging light fixture features a wrought
iron and hand-carved wood body with amber crackle glass panes
and lion's head medallions. It measures approximately 34" tall and
14" in diameter.

VINTAGE GOTHIC WROUGHT IRON & WOOD
CHANDELIER

133

Antique framed scenic photograph on canvas features Mt. Rainier
in the background and is marked "Northern Pacific Ry. Co." lower
left. Canvas measures 30" tall x 48" wide and is mounted behind
glass in a frame measuring 37" tall x 56" wide.

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY ADVERTISING PHOTO134

Antique railroad station desk is made of walnut and features
multiple cubbies behind the upper doors, slant top writing surface,
four dove-tailed drawers and turned legs. It measures 62" tall x 55"
wide x 34" deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE TRAIN STATION MASTER'S DESK135

Vintage oil painting depicts Mt. Hood and is signed lower left by
listed Oregon artist Gilbert T. Clarke (Oregon/Montana,
1925-2010). It measures 24" x 30" and is mounted in a frame
measuring 28" tall x 34" wide.

GILBERT T. CLARKE MOUNTAIN OIL ON CANVAS136

Antique wash stand is made of mahogany and features a marble
top and back, towel bars, single drawer, lower cabinet, and turned
legs. It measures 47" tall x 42" wide x 18" deep. Appears to be in
nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE MARBLE TOP WASH STAND137

Antique maple dresser features beveled mirror with swing out
adjustable mirrors, five lower drawers, and original hardware. It
measures 78" tall x 70" wide x 19" deep. Appears to be in nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE CONTINENTAL GENTLEMAN'S DRESSER138

Circa 1900s Bower's Chocolates advertising depicts a mother and
child sharing candies. It is titled "Purity" lower center and marked
"Copyright 1907 by Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. St. Louis
U.S.A." It is matted and mounted behind glass in a frame
measuring 18" tall x 16" wide.

ANTIQUE BOWER'S CHOCOLATES & BON BONS AD139

Antique oak dresser features applied carvings to beveled harp
mirror, serpentine front, and four dove-tailed drawers with beautiful
grain lines. It measures 75" tall x 44" wide x 21" deep. Appears to
be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK DRESSER140
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Antique oak sectional bookcase consists of five stacking book units
with leaded glass in the top section. Barrister's bookcase measures
72" tall x 34" wide x 13" deep. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE LUNDSTROM OAK STACKING LAWYER'S
BOOKCASE

141

Mission oak wall clock is marked "The E. Ingraham Company"
verso and comes with pendulum and Waterbury key. It measures
27" tall and 12-1/2" wide.

ANTIQUE ARTS & CRAFTS OAK WALL CLOCK142

Antique oak miniature grandfather clock (known as a "grand
daughter clock") comes with key and pendulum. Clock stands 50"
tall x 10" wide x 7" deep.

CIRCA 1930s OAK GRANDDAUGHTER CLOCK143

Antique-inspired china cabinet is made from mahogany with flame
grain accents and features three wooden shelves behind glass
doors in the upper section, two middle dove-tailed drawers, and a
lower cabinet. It measures 82" tall x 44" wide x 21" deep. Appears
to be in nice overall condition and comes in two pieces for easy
transport.

VINTAGE MAHOGANY STEP BACK CUPBOARD144

Beautiful antique oak bookcase features spoon carvings, beveled
mirror, beveled glass doors in the upper section, three wooden
shelves behind glass doors and two lower drawers. It measures 72"
tall x 51" wide x 14" deep.

ANTIQUE OAK BOOKCASE145

Metal floral basket reads "Best Wishes" in neon across the front. It
measures 40" tall x 24" wide and appears to be in good overall
condition.

VINTAGE FLORIST'S "BEST WISHES" NEON SIGN146

Circa 1880s kitchen cabinet is made of black walnut by John Milroy
and features two wood shelves behind upper wood doors, two
middle dove-tailed drawers and lower cabinet with single shelf. It
measures 87" tall x 45" wide x 18" deep. Comes with provenance
note. Appears to be in nice overall condition and comes apart in
two pieces for easy transport.

EARLY AMERICAN WALNUT STEP BACK CUPBOARD147

Desk lamp features a brass base with cased green glass shade. It
measures approximately 14" tall. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

CASED GREEN GLASS BANKER'S DESK LAMP148

1800s walnut Jacobean style carved desk features turned legs,
acanthus leaf carvings, dove-tailed drawers, drop pulls and wrought
iron decorative supports. It measures 30" tall x 34" wide x 61"
deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ELABORATELY CARVED ANTIQUE DESK149

LOT #

Antique primitive commode features an arched backsplash with
candle stands, glass top, single drawer and lower cabinet with
grain painted accents. It measures 40" tall x 30" wide x 16" deep.
Retains a shipment tag dated 1943. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE PRIMITIVE WASH STAND150

Antique double drop leaf table is made of walnut and features
turned legs with single drawer. It measures 29" tall x 17" wide with
leaves down and extending 33" wide with leaves up. Appears to be
in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE ROUND DOUBLE DROP LEAF TABLE151

Antique oak rocker features an oak leaf with acorns pressed back
with caned seat and turned legs. It measures 40" tall x 24" wide x
34" deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK ROCKING CHAIR152

Circa 1900s Iceland oak ice chest is made by The Odorless
Refrigerator Co. and features brass hardware and caster feet with a
35 lb. capacity. It measures 20-1/2" tall x 14-1/2" wide x 39" deep.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE ICELAND OAK UPRIGHT ICE CHEST153

Rocker is a Costa Rica souvenir made of wood and leather by local
artisans with stamped scenes on the back and seat. It measures
38" tall x 25" wide x 31" deep. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

COSTA RICAN LOW BACK CARVED ROCKING CHAIR154

Primitive antique work table is made of maple and features a single
drawer with turned legs. It measures 29" tall x 37" wide x 33" deep.

EARLY AMERICAN WORK TABLE155

Aladdin alacite electric bedroom lamp features double sockets with
Art Deco design. Retains the factory sticker. It measures 14-1/2"
tall.

ANTIQUE ALADDIN ALACITE LAMP156

Antique flip top table is made of oak and is stamped "WD" with a
crown mark. It measures 30" tall x 33" wide x 27" long and opens to
extend to 59" long. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE FLIP TOP TABLE157

Vintage MCM chest is made of walnut and features three
dove-tailed drawers. It measures 28" tall x 36" wide x 18" deep.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

MID-CENTURY MODERN SMALL CHEST158

Antique mission oak rocker features a contoured seat and slat back
with original factory label from The Wisconsin Chair Co. It
measures 32" tall x 18" wide x 32" deep. Appears to be in nice
overall condition.

ARTS & CRAFTS WISCONSIN CHAIR CO OAK ROCKING
CHAIR

159
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Lane MCM cedar chest comes with the original key and features a
walnut veneer exterior. It measures 24" tall x 48" wide x 14" deep.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

LANE MID-CENTURY CEDAR CHEST160

Antique Victrola phonograph is in a floor model oak case with
Exhibition reproducer made by Victor Talking Machine Co.,
Camden, N.J. It measures 42" tall x 18" wide x 21" deep. Appears
to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE VICTROLA PHONOGRAPH161

Antique side table is made of walnut and features highly turned
legs with single drawer. It measures 29" tall x 20" wide x 18" deep.
Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE WALNUT SIDE TABLE162

Late 19th century sewing stand has been painted green and
features a plexi glass top. It measures 23" tall x 14" wide x 10"
deep. Appears to be in good overall condition with some signs of
wear and age.

VICTORIAN STICK WICKER SEWING STAND163

Table lamp features a wonderful elephant base, double sockets,
and curved caramel slag glass paneled shade. It measures 26" tall
x 19" across. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

SLAG GLASS LAMP WITH ELEPHANT BASE164

19th century antique lamp table is made of walnut and features a
lower finial and caster feet. It measures 28" tall x 34" wide x 25"
deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

VICTORIAN LAMP TABLE165

Multiple show winner 1968 Vespa with 150cc 2-stroke engine,
custom Cozy sidecar, and less than 750 miles since professional
restoration. It has been reconditioned with new motor and 12 volt
electrical system with electronic ignition and electric starter. Cozy
sidecar features steel construction and a rugged tubular framework
that bolts to the underside of the Vespa chassis where the center
stand would normally mount. These sidecars are available on the
after market, usually in the $2,100 range, before paint work and
mounting. Other updates include new tires with new chrome rims,
and new chrome hardware on sidecar. Comes with an aluminum
trailer, dog harnesses, and a set of doggles for your best friend.
Runs great and a is a fun ride. Clean title for the Vespa but trailer
has none.

1968 VESPA VBB 150 WITH SIDECAR & TRAILER166

The Coca-Cola Vendo E110, also known as the 6-case vertical or
6-CV, was Vendo's first multi-drink upright Coke machine. It holds
6 case of bottles -- 110 in the vending shelves as well as pre-cool
another 54 bottles, allowing 164 bottles total. It has no coin
mechanism since it was designed for point-of-purchase sales in
grocery and hardware stores. To operate the machine, you simply
opened the glass bottle door, removed your bottle, and paid the
cashier. The sales point of the 6-CV was how much floor space

1952 VENDO E110 COCA-COLA MACHINE167

LOT #
was saved by choosing an upright design over the standard floor or
"chest type" cooler. The Vendo E110 offers 10 selections and will
accept bottle sizes ranging from the small 8 oz. Coke bottle up to
the 12oz. Mexican Coke bottle or any 12 oz. long neck bottle. It will
also accept 12 oz cans and 16 oz plastic soda bottle. The red &
silver metal ID tag indicates this machine was manufactured in
January, 1952 and is serial number 13491. It measures 63" tall x
32-1/2" wide x 18" deep.

Vintage metal distributor hand cart advertises Pepsi. It measures
60" tall x 22" wide x 24" deep. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

PEPSI-COLA ADVERTISING HAND CART168

Includes two 24-pack cases of circa 1990s Coca-Cola classic
Christmas holiday commemorative bottles. All eight (6) packs
appear to be NOS.

TWO CASES OF HOLIDAY COCA-COLA169

Mid-century double chest electric cooler advertises "Drink
Coca-Cola - Have a Coke" and features double doors on top. It
measures 36" tall x 70" long x 28" deep. Untested with surface rust.

CIRCA 1950s COCA-COLA DOUBLE CHEST COOLER170

Vintage ice chest advertises "Drink Coca-Cola in Bottles" and was
manufactured by Acton Mfg. Co. Coke cooler features a galvanized
lined interior and retains part of the original paper label under the
lid. It measures 15" tall x 17" long x 11" wide.

1957 COCA-COLA ADVERTISING COOLER171

Vintage "Drink Pepsi-Cola" advertising ice chest features a
galvanized lined interior with galvanized tray. It measures 19" tall x
19" wide x 13" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE PEPSI-COLA ADVERTISING COOLER172

Vintage ice chest advertises "Drink Coca-Cola in Bottles." Coke
cooler features a galvanized lined interior and bottle opener on the
side. It measures 16" tall x 18" long x 12" wide.

VINTAGE COCA-COLA ADVERTISING COOLER173

Vintage wood carved statue features a busty bar maid holding a
tray with polychrome finish. It measures 77" tall. Appears to be in
nice overall condition with some repairs.

CARVED BAR MAID WOODEN STATUE174

Circa 1930s "Little Duke" 1¢ slot machine was made by O.D.
Jennings and features an oak body with Art Deco styling. It
measures 25" tall x 13" wide x 10" deep. Serial number 11449.
Machine appears to be in working condition when tested and
comes with key.

AMERICAN JENNINGS LITTLE DUKE PENNY SLOT
MACHINE

175

Vintage brass railroad bell is embossed "EMD" and "6004156" and
comes in an iron mounting bracket. The bell measures 11-1/2" x
11-1/2" and the total display measures 18" tall x 24" wide x 12"
deep.

VINTAGE RAILROAD BELL176
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Vintage United States Post Office postage stamps vending
machine features eight push-button slots. It measures 18" tall x 15"
wide x 7-1/2" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE USPS "VEND-A-STAMP" MACHINE177

Each main part of the antique water pump is embossed with the
part number made by The F.E. Myer's & Bro Co. It measures 26"
tall x 25" wide x 10" deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE F. E. MYERS & BRO. CO. WATER PUMP178

Vintage thermometer reads "Use Quaker State Motor Oil" and is in
a metal frame with a convex plastic face. It measures 12" across.
Has a weathered appearance.

QUAKER STATE MOTOR OIL ADVERTISING
THERMOMETER

179

Vintage tin lithographed Coca-Cola advertising thermometer is
embossed in the shape of a Coke bottle. It measures 16" tall x 5"
wide and is marked "Donasco, Made in U.S.A." on the bottom.
Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

VINTAGE COCA-COLA THERMOMETER180

Antique thermometer advertises "In all Seasons of the Year...
Athletic Goods by Seamless" and is made by Ram Clock Co. It
measures 12" in diameter with a rusty patina and no cover glass.

ANTIQUE SEAMLESS ADVERTISING THERMOMETER181

Circa 1940s trade simulator slot machine played for one cent to win
cigarettes. It measures 10" tall x 9" wide x 10" deep. Chipped
corner and no lock or key, but internals appear to be intact.

ANTIQUE MERCURY 1¢ TRADE SIMULATOR SLOT
MACHINE

182

Circa 1940s trade simulator slot machine played for one cent to win
cigarettes. It measures 10" tall x 9" wide x 10" deep. As found - no
key or internals, body only.

ANTIQUE MERCURY 1¢ TRADE SIMULATOR SLOT
MACHINE

183

Antique Toledo "No Springs • Honest Weight" style no. 31-1821FC
industrial scale can weigh up to 1600 pounds. It measures 75" tall.
Good overall condition with peeling paint on the face of the scale at
the bottom.

ANTIQUE INDUSTRIAL TOLEDO LOLLYPOP SCALE184

Vintage quarter sawn oak card file features dove-tailed corners and
retains a partial Globe-Wernicke Co. factory label. It measures
4-1/2" tall x 5-1/2" wide x 10" deep. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

GLOBE WERNICKE OAK INDEX CARD FILE185

Antique oak card file features two drawers with interior metal rods
and backs to adjust for less contents. It measures 8" tall x 20" wide
x 17" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE TABLE TOP OAK CARD FILE186

LOT #

Antique index card file is made of oak with dove-tailed corners. It is
stenciled "Strathmore Paper Company" and bears the original
"Strathmore Quality" factory sticker. Box measures 7-1/2" tall x
11-1/2" wide x 8" deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE STRATHMORE PAPER COMPANY INDEX
CARD FILE

187

Antique jewelry chest is made of cherry and features two
dove-tailed drawers (top drawer is divided) with porcelain knobs. It
measures 7-1/2" tall x 19" wide x 11" deep.

ANTIQUE JEWELRY CHEST188

Accordion features pearlized keys and comes with a case
decorated with 1940s graphics which reads "Joe with the Melody
Play Boys." Case measures 8" tall x 23" wide x 9" deep.

VINTAGE WURLITZER ACCORDION WITH CASE189

Antique Viola bow string countertop wooden display features
stenciled graphics and glass tubes for each string size. It measures
31" tall x 12" in diameter.

ANTIQUE VIOLA STRING COUNTER TOP DISPLAY190

Circa 1870 chromolithograph advertising "James Vick, Importer and
Grower of Flower Seed, Rochester N.Y." Print features a bouquet
of foliage and flowers including asters, marigolds, carnations, and
pansies. The flowers are numbered with a corresponding key in the
lower margin. Printed by "Adolph Nolte & Co. Lith. Rochester, N.Y."
Mounted under glass in a frame measuring 24" tall x 20-1/4" wide.

"VICK'S FLOWER PLATE FOR 1870"
CHROMOLITHOGRAPH

191

Antique fold up mercantile seed display is stenciled "Duthie
Company, Lewiston, Idaho" and features eight shelves. Comes
with some original ephemera and seed packets. It measures 47"
tall x 17" wide x 9" deep when open for display. Appears to be in
good overall condition.

PORTABLE GENERAL STORE SEED DISPLAY192

Quarter sawn oak cabinet features a harp mirror with drop front
lower cubby. It measures 19" tall x 13" wide x 6" deep. Appears to
be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK SHAVING CABINET193

Antique barber's cabinet features two drawers, side cupboard with
screen door, porcelain knobs and lower shelf. Cabinet is missing
the drop front cover over the lower open space. It measures 25" tall
x 26" wide x 12" deep.

ANTIQUE DOUG FIR BARBER'S CABINET194

Small or child's size antique cupboard is made of Douglas fir and
features two shelves, bead board back, and two drawers. It
measures 37" tall x 27" wide x 13" deep. Appears to be in nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE FIR DIMINUTIVE CUPBOARD195
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It measures 34" tall x 15" wide x 26" deep and marked "Louisville
Ladder Co."

VINTAGE METAL STEP LADDER196

Antique portable folding clothing rack retains some of its original
green paint.  It stands 71" tall and has a 30" footprint.

ANTIQUE FOLDING MILITARY RACK197

1974 display reads "Winchester Repeating Arms Co." and features
"metallic ammunition, paper and brass shells, felt gun wads, and
primers for rifles, shot guns, and single shot rifles." It measures 16"
tall x 23" wide.

WINCHESTER AMMUNITION ADVERTISING DISPLAY198

Vintage water fowl decoy depicts a loon and appears to be
unmarked. It measures 19" long.

VINTAGE WOOD CARVED LOON DECOY199

Two vintage bird hunting decoys including a weighted duck and a
loon measuring 15-1/2" tall x 14-1/2" long.

TWO VINTAGE LEATHER WATER FOWL DECOYS200

Antique decoy features glass eyes and appears to be stamped with
a "G" and measures 17" long.

CIRCA 1940s CARVED WOODEN DUCK DECOY201

Includes a drake and hen - decoys appears to be unmarked and
measure 16" and 17" long.

TWO VINTAGE CARVED DUCK DECOYS202

Vintage weighted duck decoy comes with provenance note which
reads "Carved by Byron Updike, Vancouver, WA During the
1990's." It measures 16" long.

VINTAGE WEIGHTED CARVED WOODEN DUCK DECOY203

Antique twelve string guitar shows signs of age and needs some
repair. It measures 36" long.

ANTIQUE 12-STRING ACOUSTIC GUITAR204

Vintage walnut hourglass dulcimer measures 38" long.
VINTAGE HOURGLASS DULCIMER205

Small wooden cabinet features nine dove-tailed drawers with
wooden knobs and old painted finish. It measures 28" tall x 15"
wide x 8" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

SMALL MULTI-DRAWER CABINET206

Circa 1930s back bar or large mantel mirror features a fir frame
with Art Deco accents. It measures 41" tall and 81" long.

LARGE ART DECO BACK BAR MIRROR207

Vintage thermometer advertises "Rolling Rock Extra Pale Premium
Beer." It measures 27" tall x 8-1/2" wide (no gauge).

VINTAGE ROLLING ROCK ADVERTISING
THERMOMETER

208

Vintage counter-height bar stool features an aluminum base and
swivel seat. It measures 24" tall and 18" diameter.

RETRO METAL BAR STOOL209

LOT #

Gorgeous late 1800s oak fireplace surround features a beveled
mirror, twist supports, and carved top. It measures 89" tall x 61"
wide. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

VICTORIAN FIREPLACE MANTEL WITH MIRROR210

Includes a pair of contemporary bar stools advertising John Deere
with green vinyl upholstery and chrome finish bases. Each
measures 29" tall. Both appear to be in very nice overall condition.

JOHN DEERE ADVERTISING BAR STOOLS211

Vintage oil painting depicts horses in a field with Native American
encampment in the background and is signed lower left by listed
artist Gilbert T. Clarke (Oregon/Montana, 1925-2010). It measures
24" x 30" and is mounted in a frame measuring 28" tall x 33-1/2"
wide.

GILBERT T. CLARKE FRAMED OIL ON CANVAS BOARD212

Circa 1930s polychrome decorated hand-carved wood carousel
horse is American made and attributed to  Herschell-Spillman.
Comes with pole attachments. The horse stands approximately 35"
tall x 64" long x 12" deep.

1930s HERSCHELL-SPILLMANN JUMPER CAROUSEL
HORSE

213

Circa 1910s hand-painted and carved wood carousel horse
features glass eyes, ears forward, rear prancing stance, and
authentic horsehair tail. No pole hole, but comes on stand. It
stands 51" tall x 45" long x 11" wide. Crack in rear legs.

ANTIQUE GERMAN PRANCING CAROUSEL HORSE214

Vintage diorama display features ducks in flight with arranged inert
shotgun shells and reads "They Are Hitters - Winchester." It is
mounted in a frame which measures 16-1/2" tall x 13" wide.

WINCHESTER SHOTGUN SHELL ADVERTISING
DISPLAY

215

Vintage wood carved statue features a bear standing on it's hind
legs with pedestal base. It measures 41" tall. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

WOOD CARVED BEAR STATUE216

Limited edition piece features the abstract curvilinear design of
Joan Miro (Spain/France, 1893-1983) signed lower right and
numbered in pencil 17/50 lower left. It measures 19-1/2" x26"
visible and is matted & mounted behind glass in a frame measuring
32" tall x 38" wide.

LIMITED EDITION JOAN MIRO MODERN ART WORK217

MCM bookcase cabinet features a teak laminate, six shelves in the
upper section, and two shelves behind the lower cabinet doors. It
measures 79" tall x 48" wide x 12" deep. Appears to be in nice
overall condition.

MID-CENTURY MODERN BOOKSHELF218

Canvas portrait painting depicts a Native American brave and is
signed lower right by listed artist Bill Rabbit (Oklahoma,

BILL RABBIT NATIVE AMERICAN OIL ON CANVAS219
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1946-2012), measuring 36" x 24"

MCM modern chest features a walnut laminate with four
dove-tailed drawers. It measures 30" tall x 30" wide x 16" deep.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

MID-CENTURY MODERN CHEST220

Framed oil painted features Native Americans fishing with nets on
poles at Celilo Falls, Oregon and is signed lower left by listed artist
Gilbert T. Clarke (Oregon/Montana, 1925-2010). It measures 32" x
42" and is mounted in a frame measuring 33" tall x 43" wide.

GILBERT T. CLARKE CELILO FALLS OIL ON CANVAS
BOARD

221

Gorgeous 2-piece MCM cabinet is made of walnut with credenza
base and upper bookcase attributed to Jack Cartwright for
Founders Furniture (an early subsidiary of Knoll). it features three
dove-tailed drawers, cabinet and shelves in the upper section with
drawers and shelves behind the lower cabinet doors. It measures
74" tall x 67" wide x 18" deep. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

MID-CENTURY MODERN CREDENZA WITH BOOKCASE222

Vintage single-sided metal sign advertises "Dayton Hotel, Modern
Rooms with Steam Heat and Hot and Cold Water - Week Rates"
and comes mounted on a bracket. Sign measures 31" tall x 17"
wide with bracket extending the length to 43-1/2" long.

VINTAGE DAYTON HOTEL ADVERTISING SIGN223

Vintage tin lithographed Coca-Cola advertising thermometer is
embossed in the shape of a Coke bottle. It measures 29" tall x 9"
wide.

VINTAGE COCA-COLA ADVERTISING THERMOMETER224

Antique metal thermometer advertises "Any Weather's Pepsi
Weather!" It measures 27" tall x 8-1/2" wide. Appears to be in good
overall condition with signs of surface wear and rust.

ANTIQUE PEPSI-COLA ADVERTISING THERMOMETER225

Corey 90A fire hydrant manufactured by Rensselaer Valve Co,
Troy, New York. It has been painted with a patriotic red, white, and
blue stars & stripes motif and stands 30" tall.

1952 FIRE HYDRANT226

Dining table features two beveled glass inserts on the top and
square fluted column legs. It opens to accommodate leaves but
currently has none. Measures 30" tall x 75" wide x 46" deep.
Comes with table pads to protect the top surface.

VINTAGE BRASS & GLASS DINING TABLE227

Set of six modern farmhouse dining chairs includes four side chairs
and two arm chairs. Each chair features an X-back, contoured seat,
and dark finish. Chairs stand 37" tall.

SET OF SIX CONTEMPORARY DINING CHAIRS228

LOT #

Wicker sofa features a creamy wash finish with padded seats and
cushion back. It measures 28" tall x 81" long x 35" deep. Appears
to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE WICKER DAY BED229

Large bronze recast after "Mountain Man" by Frederic Remington
(1861-1909). Figure is mounted on green marble base with a title &
artist plaque. Statue measures approximately 27" tall x 15" wide.

FREDERIC REMINGTON "MOUNTAIN MAN" BRONZE230

Large bronze recast after "Rattlesnake" by Frederic Remington
(1861-1909). Figure is mounted on green marble base with a title &
artist plaque. Statue measures approximately 23" tall x 16" wide x
11" deep.

FREDERIC REMINGTON "RATTLESNAKE" BRONZE231

Vintage taxidermy diorama features a wild boar with her young in
the desert. Diorama is set in a wooden box which measures 48" x
24" with a total display height of 24".

VINTAGE WILD BOAR "CHALLENGE" TAXIDERMY
DIORAMA

232

Framed rifle replica is mounted in a shadow box with plaque which
reads "The John Wayne 1892 Model .44-.40 Rifle" It is a certified
recreation from his personal collection. Frame measures 14-1/2"
tall x 43" wide. Comes with certificate of authenticity.

JOHN WAYNE 1892 MODEL .44-.40 RIFLE233

Framed .45 revolver replica is mounted in a shadow box with
plaque which reads "The John Wayne Western Commemorative
.45 Single Action." Last patent date is Jan. 19, '75. Frame
measures 11" tall x 15-1/2" wide. Comes with certificate of
authenticity

JOHN WAYNE WESTERN COMMEMORATIVE .45
REVOLVER

234

Framed recreation of a highly embellished Bowie knife from John
Wayne's own collection is framed in a shadow box. It is crafted of
tempered stainless steel with a grip of polished rosewood. Frame
measures 10" tall x 21" wide. Comes with certificate of authenticity

FRAMED JOHN WAYNE COMMEMORATIVE BOWIE
KNIFE

235

This American Eagle Bowie is an original work of art by Ronald
Van Ruyckervelt and an official issue of Freedom's Foundation
mounted in a shadow box frame. It is crafted of fined tempered
stainless steel depicting a scene of two Bald Eagles in flight with a
stag horn look grip. Frame measures 10" tall x 20" wide. Comes
with certificate of authenticity.

FRAMED "THE AMERICAN EAGLE BOWIE KNIFE"236

Hooded fur coat features leather banding with igloo and animal
depictions. Appears to be a size M/L. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

INUIT ESKIMO SEAL FUR COAT237
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Vintage southwest Native American pottery vessel measures
10-1/2" tall.

VINTAGE SOUTHWEST PUEBLO POTTERY VESSEL238

Two pieces of Native American pottery including a 6-1/2" tall vessel
stamped "Made at San Juan Capistrano Old Mission" (stamp is
upside down") and a 4" tall black Pueblo Santa Clara pottery bowl
(no mark). San Juan vessel is chipped at the rim.

VINTAGE NATIVE AMERICAN POTTERY239

Two pieces of Southwest Native American Pueblo pottery including
a bowl measuring 4" tall and a 6" tall vase. Both appear to be
unsigned.

TWO PIECES OF NATIVE AMERICAN POTTERY240

Large, heavily beaded Anishinaabe pouch features a beaded strap
worn diagonally over the shoulder. The floral design is typical of
Great Lakes Native American work. Red bugle bead and grey wool
tassels adorn bottom. Bag measures 13-1/2" wide x 20" long plus
fringe; strap 6" wide x 48" long.

CIRCA 1920s NATIVE AMERICAN BEADED BANDOLIER
BAG

241

Vintage Native American peace pipe is wrapped in leather with a
carved eagle end. It measures 24" long.

VINTAGE NATIVE AMERICAN PEACE PIPE242

Includes three pairs of vintage Native American beaded ladies
moccasins (largest is a size 6), a pair of baby moccasins, and
gauntlets with fringe.

VINTAGE NATIVE AMERICAN MOCCASINS & MORE243

Includes six pieces of Native American basket weaving with an 8"
tall x 11" wide x 4" deep Northern Macaw Washington Indian
basket, two coiled pieces, a lidded piece, and more. All appear to
be in good overall condition with signs of age to the largest basket.

ASSORTED NATIVE AMERICAN BASKETS244

Franklin Mint bronze statue is titled "Spirit of the Thunderbird" by
artist R. F. Murphy and features a Native American performing a
ceremonial dance. It measures 11" tall. Appears to be in nice
overall condition.

"SPIRIT OF THE THUNDERBIRD" BRONZE245

Vintage southwest Native American pottery vessel features a
rounded bottom. It measures 6-1/2" tall.

VINTAGE SOUTHWEST PUEBLO POTTERY VASE246

Two pieces of vintage Southwest Native American pottery including
a 7" long oblong bowl, and a 3-1/2" tall bowl. Both appear to be in
nice overall condition.

TWO PIECES OF SOUTHWEST NATIVE AMERICAN
POTTERY

247

Includes a 5" Ute Mountain pottery bowl, a 6" polychromatic
decorated vase, and a 5" Hopi bowl signed "D. Quavehema, Hopi."

THREE PIECES OF SOUTHWEST NATIVE AMERICAN
POTTERY

248

LOT #
All three appear to be in nice overall condition.

Vintage suede leather child moccasins feature Native American
beadwork with butterfly designs. Each measures approximately 5"
tall x 7" long. Nice overall condition with some signs of use.

NATIVE AMERICAN BEADED LEATHER BABY
MOCCASINS

249

Includes five pieces of primitive Native American tools made of
stone and animal horn. The largest piece measures 6-1/2" in
length.

NATIVE AMERICAN TOOLS250

Vintage leather gauntlet gloves feature Native American beadwork
and measure approximately 11" long (size small). Good overall
condition with signs of age and use.

NATIVE AMERICAN BEADED LEATHER GAUNTLET
GLOVES

251

Native American leather cradleboard features beautiful beadwork
and fringe accents signed "Broken Pony." It measures
approximately 33" long x 13" wide. Appears to be in very nice
overall condition.

NATIVE AMERICAN CRADLEBOARD252

Inuit Eskimo bronze sculpture is by listed artist Robert Cavanaugh
(Montana, b. 1927). Depicts an Inuit male figure with his harpoon,
seal hunting on the ice. It is mounted on wooden base with a title &
artist plaque. Numbered 1 of 20. Sculpture measures
approximately 14" tall x 10" wide x 9" deep.

ROBERT CAVANAUGH "SEAL HUNTER" PATINATED
BRONZE

253

Native Alaskan sculpture is carved from a fossilized whale bone
depicting two seals. It measures 6" tall x 9" wide x 4" deep and is
signed with initials on the bottom.

INUIT FOSSILIZED WHALE BONE SEAL SCULPTURE254

Native Alaskan bracelet depicts scrimshaw carvings on individual
panels with bead accents.

INUIT ESKIMO SCRIMSHAW STORYTELLER BRACELET255

Native American silver and turquoise necklace is marked .925 and
signed "TC 79." It measures 22" long with a total weight of 62
grams.

NAVAJO STERLING SILVER & TURQUOISE NECKLACE256

Necklace features white and blue beads in assorted shapes with an
Inuit carved polar bear pendant. It measures 28" long.

NATIVE ALASKAN BEAD & POLAR BEAR NECKLACE257

Includes five assorted silver and stone cross pendants with coral
and turquoise chip accents. Pendants range in size from 1-3/4" to
2-3/4" tall. Jewelry is unmarked but believed to have been made
from pure silver bullion.

SILVER CAST CROSS PENDANTS258
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Includes five pairs of silver cast earrings with turquoise chip
accents marked "A Genuine Marellsco" on the packaging. Believed
to have been made from pure silver bullion.

FIVE PAIR OF CAST SILVER EARRINGS259

Beautiful art glass vase is signed and dated "Mdina Glass 1975"
and measures 8" tall. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

MDINA ART GLASS FACETED VASE BY MICHAEL
HARRIS

260

Fenton Glass only made this beautiful "Opaque Blue" color in 1962.
Includes two vases with a rib optic pattern. The larger stands 11"
tall and the smaller is 6-1/2" tall. Appears to be in very nice overall
condition.

TWO 1962 FENTON OPAQUE BLUE PLATED VASES261

Fenton Glass only made this beautiful "Opaque Blue" color in 1962.
Oil lamp features a rib optic pattern, blue handle, and is topped
with the matching shade. It stands 11" tall. Appears to be in very
nice overall condition.

1962 FENTON OPAQUE BLUE PLATED COURTING
LAMP

262

Fenton Glass only made this beautiful "Opaque Blue" color in 1962.
Includes a covered biscuit jar and a basket with tight ruffled rim and
clear bamboo applied glass handle. Both feature a rib optic pattern.
The basket measures 10" tall. Appears to be in very nice overall
condition.

1962 FENTON OPAQUE BLUE PLATED GLASSWARE263

Vintage pottery double handled vase is in the "Wisteria" pattern
attributed to Roseville (unsigned). It measures 6" tall. Appears to
be in nice overall condition.

ROSEVILLE POTTERY "WISTERIA" VASE264

Vintage vase is in the "Mostique" pattern attributed to Roseville
(unsigned) with interior green glaze. It measures 10" tall. Appears
to be in good overall condition with some factory flaws.

ROSEVILLE POTTERY "MOSTIQUE" VASE265

Navajo woven rug features the tree of life with birds. It measures
27" wide x 42" long.

NAVAJO TREE OF LIFE NATIVE AMERICAN RUG266

Five-figure Navajo Yei weaving measures 31" wide x 64" long.
NAVAJO YEI NATIVE AMERICAN RUG267

Navajo woven rug features a Ganado style design. It measures 31"
wide x 61" long.

NAVAJO GANADO STYLE NATIVE AMERICAN RUG268

Vintage Navajo Native American woven rug measures 29" tall x 28"
wide and appears to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE NAVAJO RUG269

Two original portraits by listed artist Winold Reiss (German,
1886-1953). Each print bears a Great Northern copyright. Each
print measures 9-1/2" tall x 7" wide and are mounted behind glass

WINOLD REISS PORTRAITS OF NATIVE AMERICANS270

LOT #
in a single frame measuring 24" tall x 11" wide.

Vintage framed oil painting depicts cowboys at "Calving Time" and
is signed & dated '81 lower left by local listed artist Gilbert T.
Clarke (Oregon/Montana, 1925-2010). It measures 30" x 40" and is
mounted in a frame measuring 38" tall x 47" wide.

GILBERT T. CLARKE "CALVING TIME" OIL ON CANVAS271

Single-sided metal sign advertises "For Thirst and Pleasure - Hires
Root Beer." Sign is marked "Made in U.S.A. BN-50." It measures
41-1/2" in diameter. As-found.

HIRES ROOT BEER ADVERTISING BUTTON SIGN272

Antique Chicago Scales doctor scale measures both weight and
height. It measures 57" tall. Appears to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE DOCTOR'S SCALE273

Three vintage Burger King drive thru signs made of plexi with two
reading "thank you" and one "exit only." Each measures 19" tall x
38" wide.

VINTAGE BURGER KING SIGNS274

Vintage industrial rolling ladder has evidence of lots of old paint
splatters. It measures 48" tall x 20" wide x 38" deep.

INDUSTRIAL ROLLING LADDER275

Vintage industrial cart is painted yellow and blue with white cross
on one end. It measures 42" tall x 53" long x 29" wide.

VINTAGE INDUSTRIAL CART276

Single-sided side is painted on plywood and advertises "The Coffee
Bean Distributors. Inc. Largest Nation Source for Gourmet Coffee
Fine Teas, Hers & Spices." It measures 18" tall x 36" wide.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

"THE COFFEE BEAN DISTRIBUTORS" ADVERTISING
SIGN

277

Vintage #6 Duke bear trap is made of cast iron. Jaws measure 15"
wide and the entire trap measures 45" long.

DUKE NO. 6 BEAR TRAP278

Industrial rolling cart is painted orange with upper and lower
shelves. It measures 36" tall x 44" long x 25" wide.

INDUSTRIAL CART279

Vintage trophy is made of plastic and features the top of a Rainier
Beer bottle on a plaque with a tag which reads "Biggest Mountain
Fresh Rainier Ever Captured - Length: 7 feet 2 inches. Volume: 94
gallons." It measures 26" tall x 18" wide x 14" deep.

VINTAGE RAINIER BEER ADVERTISING "TROPHY"280

Antique Douglas fir cabinet can be mounted to the wall over a
countertop with the drawers on the bottom or used as-is with the
drawers on top. It measures 60" tall x 24" wide x 18" deep. Appears
to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE FIR BUILT-IN CUPBOARD281
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Vintage single-sided embossed metal sign advertises "Fort George
Brewery + Public House" in Astoria, Oregon. It measures 16-1/2"
tall x 23-3/4" wide. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

FORT GEORGE BREWERY + PUBLIC HOUSE SIGN282

Antique gentlemen's dresser is made of oak and features harp
mirror, two large lower drawers and side cabinet with two small
drawers. It measures 72" tall x 44" wide x 19" deep. Appears to be
in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK GENTLEMAN'S DRESSER283

Antique loveseat features quarter sawn oak frame with leather
padded seat and back. Couch unfolds into a hide-a-bed (no
mattress). It measures 36" tall x 64" wide x 33" deep. Good overall
condition with some tears to the leather.

ANTIQUE ARTS & CRAFTS SOFA HIDE-A-BED284

Mission oak inspired bookcase features glass doors with wood
grids, wood shelves with glass inserts, lower dove-tailed drawers
and is lighted. It measures 68" tall x 65" wide x 19" deep. Appears
to be in nice overall condition.

CONTEMPORARY OAK ARTS & CRAFTS CHINA
CABINET

285

Vintage single-sided porcelain sign reads "Caution Telephone
Cable Underground" for Bell System. It measures 24" tall x 24"
wide. Severe surface rust and holes.

VINTAGE BELL SYSTEM TELEPHONE PORCELAIN SIGN286

MCM chest is made of walnut with beautiful grain marked
"American of Martinsville." It measures 46" tall x 37" wide x 19"
deep.

MID-CENTURY MODERN FIVE DRAWER WALNUT
CHEST

287

Vintage Hamilton trash can comes with several wax coated
sanitary waste can liners for use in hospitals, doctor's offices and
laboratories. Can measures 24" tall x 10" square. Appears to be in
nice overall condition.

VINTAGE TRASH CAN288

Vintage light up wall clock is a Pam Electric Clock and advertises
"Never an after thirst, Enjoy Squirt." It measures 15-1/2" tall x
15-1/2" wide. In working order when tested

VINTAGE SQUIRT ADVERTISING WALL CLOCK289

Circa 1940s circus funhouse distortion mirror has a wooden frame
and was made by the National Amusement Device Co. in Dayton,
OH. It was originally from a New York amusement park, possibly
Coney Island. It stands 72" tall x 42" wide x 9" deep and appears to
be in good overall condition. Appears to be in nice overall condition
with some signs of age to the mirror.

ANTIQUE CARNIVAL FUN HOUSE MIRROR290

Dome top coach trunk is covered with hid and painted dark blue. It
features a tacked flower design on top and shooting stars on the

ANTIQUE TACKED LEATHER TRAVEL TRUNK291

LOT #
front. It appears to be all original and was found in Texas. Chest
measures 15" tall x 36" long x 18" wide.

Vintage Hires Root Beer electric advertising clock is made of
plastic and cardboard. It measures 13" tall x 15" wide.

VINTAGE HIRES ROOT BEER ADVERTISING CLOCK292

Contemporary lighted outdoor sign reads, "24-HOUR DRIVE
THRU" and is made of a thick plexiglass material measuring 36" x
36"

24-HOUR DRIVE THRU SIGN293

Bright red pedal car of a 1965 Ford Mustang convertible features
white wall tires and chrome wheels. It measures 18" tall x 39"long x
15" wide. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

CONTEMPORARY 1965 FORD MUSTANG PEDAL CAR294

Cream and black pedal car of a 1930s Ford Garton features brown
and black upholstery. It measures 20" tall x 34" long x 18" wide.

CONTEMPORARY 1930s FORD TOY PEDAL CAR295

Pedal car of a 1930s Ford Garton features a black with flame paint
job. It measures 20" tall x 34" long x 18" wide. Appears to be in
very nice overall condition.

CONTEMPORARY 1930s FORD PEDAL CAR296

MCM Acclaim series coffee table is made of walnut in style no.
900-01 by Andre Bus for Lane. It measures 14" tall x 54" long x 18"
wide. Appears to be in nice overall condition with signs of some
surface wear.

MID-CENTURY MODERN LANE COCKTAIL TABLE297

MCM Acclaim series end tables are made of walnut in style no.
900-05 by Andre Bus for Lane. Each measures 20" tall x 21" wide x
28" deep. Both appear to be in nice overall condition with signs of
some surface wear.

MID-CENTURY MODERN LANE LAMP TABLES298

Vintage genuine leather full swivel lounger with ottoman features a
tufted seat and back with chrome frame. It measures 39" tall x 33"
wide x 27" deep. Good overall condition with some signs of wear to
leather and a tear to the under liner.

MID-CENTURY INSPIRED CHAIRWORKS LEATHER
RECLINER

299

MCM cocktail table is marked "Herman Miller" and features a
walnut veneer top. It measures 16" tall x 30" in diameter. Appears
to be in nice overall condition.

MID-CENTURY HERMAN MILLER ROUND COFFEE
TABLE

300

Contemporary grain leather stressless style lounger is made by
Lane and features mid-century modern styling with original tag. It
measures approximately 41" tall x 34" wide x 34" deep. Appears to
be in nice overall condition.

CONTEMPORARY LEATHER RES BY LANE LOUNGER301
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Soda fountain or diner inspired bar set comes with a tall pub table
and two chairs featuring chrome frames. Table measures 41" tall x
30" wide. Set appears to be in nice overall condition.

CONTEMPORARY SODA FOUNTAIN TALL TABLE &
STOOLS

302

Barber or beauty salon chair is made by Belvedere Company and
features padded vinyl seat and back with chrome frame. It
measures 40" tall x 22" wide x 33" deep. Appears to be in good
overall condition with signs of surface rust to the base.

VINTAGE BARBER'S CHAIR303

Parallel by Drexel walnut double drop leaf table measures 29" tall x
87" long x 40" wide with two 12" leaves. Table comes with six
chairs featuring padded seats. Set appears to be in nice overall
condition.

MID-CENTURY DREXEL DINING TABLE & CHAIRS304

Circa 1960s hand tied braided rope rug features multiple colors
with red, white, blue, green and more. It measures 12' wide x 15'4"
long. Appears to be in good overall condition with some signs of
age and use.

MID-CENTURY HAND TIED RAG RUG305

Vintage Japanese caution sign translates to "Warning of Extreme
Corrosion." It measures 19-1/2" tall x 18-1/2" wide at the base.

ASIAN "WARNING OF EXTREME CORROSION"
CAUTION SIGN

306

Vintage metal chalkboard magnet display menu advertises
"Eveready Portable Radio Batteries." It measures 30" tall x 19-1/2"
wide and appears to be in very good overall condition.

EVEREADY RADIO BATTERIES CHALKBOARD SIGN307

Circa late 1800s no. 24964 automatic cash till features dovetail
drawer and comes with register tape. It measures 8-1/2" tall x 21"
wide x 12" deep.

ANTIQUE GEO. H GLEDHILL & SONS AUTOMATIC
CASH TILL

308

Large vintage wood counter features a stainless steel top, caster
feet and divided back sections. It measures 39" tall x 96" long x 30"
deep.

LARGE VINTAGE COUNTER309

Silkscreen print depicts 1950s diner style McDonald's restaurant
and is titled "Corporate Infant" lower center. It is numbered 132/200
lower left and signed & dated 1986 lower right by graphic artist
Clay Huffman (American, b. 1957). Serigraph measures 19" x 26"
visible and is matted & mounted behind glass in a frame measuring
26" tall x 32" wide.

FRAMED McDONALDS LIMITED EDITION SIGNED PRINT310

Silkscreen print blends figurative with abstraction. Huffman
nicknamed this work "Small McD," and the work is commentary on

FRAMED CLAY HUFFMAN LIMITED EDITION SIGNED
PRINT

311

LOT #
McDonald's as an emblem of Americanism. It is numbered 135/150
and titled "Patriot emblem" lower left; signed & dated 1986 lower
right by graphic artist Clay Huffman (American, b. 1957). Serigraph
measures 12" x 18-1/2" visible and is matted & mounted behind
glass in a frame measuring 18-1/4" tall x 24-1/4" wide.

Silkscreen print depicts a York Peppermint Pattie with a candy
vending machine. It is numbered 41/100 and titled "Intermission"
lower left; signed & dated 1979 lower right by graphic artist Clay
Huffman (American, b. 1957). Serigraph measures 11-1/2" x
15-1/2" visible and is matted & mounted behind glass in a frame
measuring 17-1/4" tall x 20-3/4" wide.

FRAMED "INTERMISSION" LIMITED EDITION SIGNED
PRINT

312

Single-side metal sign advertises "Harley-Davidson Motor
Company, Premium II Motorcycle Oil" and is mounted in an oak
frame measuring 28" tall x 24" wide. Some scratches to surface

FRAMED HARLEY DAVIDSON ADVERTISING SIGN313

Single-side metal sign advertises "Enjoy Sprite" from The
Coca-Cola Company. It measures 15" tall x 36" wide. Appears to
be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE SPRITE ADVERTISING SIGN314

Double-sided painted wood sign reads "Will Call Dept." with arrow
and comes with chain for hanging. It measures 36" tall x 71" wide.

VINTAGE WILL CALL SIGN315

Painted wood sign advertises "The Vinton Company." It measures
24" tall x 96" long.

VINTON COMPANY ADVERTISING SIGN316

Framed lithographed on cardboard poster advertises "Colgate's For
Better Shaving" and is no. 970. It measures 30" x 24" and is
mounted behind glass in a frame measuring 34" tall x 28" wide.

"COLGATE'S FOR BETTER SHAVING" ADVERTISEMENT317

Vintage walnut chair was manufactured in 1982 by Boling and
features MCM styling with tufted pad seat and orange upholstery. It
measures 31" tall x 22" wide x 20" deep. Appears to be in nice
overall condition.

MID-CENTURY MODERN STYLE BOLING ARMCHAIR318

Three side chairs inspired by the iconic Herman Miller Eames
fiberglass chairs. Each measures approximately 31" tall x 20" wide
x 22" deep. All appear to be in nice overall condition.

HERMAN MILLER EAMES INSPIRED SIDE CHAIRS319

MCM armchair features green vinyl padded seat and back with
chrome frame and walnut arm rests. It measures 31" tall x 24" wide
x 21" deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

INTERROYAL MID-CENTURY OFFICE WAITING ROOM
CHAIR

320
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Circa 1960s desk chair was designed by Jens Risom for B.L.
Marble Furniture Company. It features tufted cognac colored #913
upholstery with swivel seat and caster feet. It measures 33" tall x
27" wide x 27" deep. Good overall condition with wear to the
leather.

MID-CENTURY COGNAC LEATHER SWIVEL DESK
CHAIR

321

Includes a set of four circa 1990s purple blue Louis 20 chairs
designed by French designer Philippe Starck for Vitra. Each
measures 34" tall x 19" wide x 20" deep with a 19" seat height. All
appear to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE PHILIPPE STARCK LOUIS 20 CHAIRS322

Vintage chair features mid-century modern styling with black faux
leather upholstery with chrome base. It measures 28" tall x 28"
wide x 25" deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE FAUX LEATHER SWIVEL CHAIR323

Retro rolling office chairs feature green upholstery with chrome
frame and retain the original Knoll International delivery tag dated
1978. Each measures approximately 31" tall x 27" wide x 29" deep.
Both appear to be in nice overall condition.

PAIR OF KNOLL ROLLING CHAIRS324

Antique mission oak rocker features a slat back with double-fin
cutout and padded seat. It measures 31" tall x 28" wide x 34" deep.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE ARTS & CRAFTS ROCKING CHAIR325

Rocker features a pressed top rail, turned spindle back, and a
padded crazy quilt style seat with nail head accents. It measures
39" tall x 24" wide x 31" deep. Chair needs to be stabilized and is
sold in as-found condition.

ANTIQUE PRESSED BACK ROCKING CHAIR326

MCM side table is made of walnut and retains a delivery tag
distinguishing it as style 4503. It measures 21" tall x 28" long x 18"
wide. As-found, table has repairs.

MID-CENTURY MODERN END TABLE327

MCM chair features tufted back, orange vinyl upholstery, and
walnut curved arms attributed to Murphy Miller. It measures 40" tall
x 33" wide x 30" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition with
some wear to upholstery at the back.

MID-CENTURY MODERN ORANGE SWIVEL CHAIR328

Industrial stools features curved wood seats with metal backs and
chrome footrests. Each stands 36" tall x 22" across. All appear to
be in good, used condition.

SET OF THREE INDUSTRIAL ADJUSTABLE STOOLS329

Vintage two-piece cast aluminum garden bench surrounds a tree
and features grape leaf motif. It measures 24" tall x 48" in
diameter. Appears to be in good overall condition with signs of age.

VINTAGE CAST ALUMINUM TREE SURROUND GARDEN
BENCH

330

LOT #

Robinson-Ransbottom 20 gallon stoneware crock is marked with
the cobalt crown logo and is still in the protective wooden frame --
just as it was when originally purchased 100 years ago! It
measures 23" tall x 19" across. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE 20 GALLON POTTERY CROCK IN ORIGINAL
FRAME

331

Includes four circa 1870 walnut chairs featuring turned spindle
back. Each measures 29" tall x 22" wide x 21" deep. Appears to be
in nice overall condition.

FOUR VICTORIAN CAPTAIN'S BARREL CHAIRS332

Three Brusnwick KT2 industrial chairs inspired by the iconic
Herman Miller Eames fiberglass chairs. Chairs bear stickers
indicating that they came out of Linn-Benton Community College.
Each measures approximately 31" tall x 21" wide x 25" deep. All
appear to be in nice overall condition.

HERMAN MILLER EAMES INSPIRED SIDE CHAIRS333

Connected row of mid century inspired stadium seats was
manufactured by Krueger, Green Bay, Wisconsin. It measures 31"
tall x 85" in length and 35" deep.

ROW OF MID-CENTURY CHAIRS334

Connected row of mid century inspired stadium seats was
manufactured by Krueger, Green Bay, Wisconsin. It measures 31"
tall x 85" in length and 35" deep.

ROW OF MID-CENTURY CHAIRS335

Standard cast iron tub features taps marked "Hot" and "Cold" with
ball and claw feet. It measures 23" tall x 60" long x 30" wide.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

STANDARD PORCELAIN CLAW FOOT BATH TUB336

Primitive antique dining table is made of Douglas fir and features
turned legs with two drop leaves. It measures 30" tall x 35" wide x
21" long with each leaf adding 17" in length extending to 55" long.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

EARLY AMERICAN FIR DOUBLE DROP LEAF TABLE337

Youth seat measures 34-1/2" tall.
ANTIQUE PRIMITIVE HIGH CHAIR338

Primitive flat bed wheelbarrow features a cast iron wheel and
measures 22" tall x 51" wide x 24" deep. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE FLATBED WHEELBARROW339

Includes two matching bar height swivel stools inspired by the
iconic Herman Miller Eames fiberglass chairs. Stools measure 40"
tall x 17" wide x 17" deep with 30" seat heights.

PAIR OF TALL EAMES STYLE MID-CENTURY BAR
STOOLS

340
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Antique primitive bookcase is made of Douglas fir and features five
shelves. It measures 48" tall x 32" wide x 12" deep. Appears to be
in good overall condition.

EARLY AMERICAN FIR BOOKCASE341

Vintage sign advertises "Cafe & Store - Dr. Pepper" and is made of
plexi-glass. It measures 72" tall x 72" wide. Shows signs of age and
use.

VINTAGE DR. PEPPER ADVERTISING SIGN342

Primitive fir end table measures 28" tall x 22" wide x 13" deep.
PRIMITIVE SIDE TABLE343

Antique wood and wrought iron child's sled measures 6-1/2" x 36" x
16".

19th CENTURY CHILD'S SLED344

Print depicts a wagon train climbing one of the many mountain
passes necessary to reach the "promised land" of their dreams. It is
signed and dated 1978 by listed Western artist Frank McCarthy
(American, 1924-2002). Print measures 18" x 26" visible and is
matted and mounted behind glass in a period frame measuring 27"
tall x 35" wide.

FRANK McCARTHY "IN THE PASS" PRINT345

Print depicts Native Americans surprising a train at a vulnerable
point along the route just as it is about to stop for much needed
water. It is signed and dated 1978 by listed Western artist Frank
McCarthy (American, 1924-2002). Print measures 18" x 36" visible
and is matted and mounted behind glass in a period frame
measuring 23" tall x 41" wide.

FRANK McCARTHY "THE AMBUSH" PRINT346

Limited edition print depicts a mountain man wrapped in his buffalo
robe, hair-side-in for warmth, protecting himself against a whipping
dust storm. His full-stock flintlock Hawken rifle lies across his lap,
ready for instant use. Print is hand-signed and numbered 891/1000
lower left by listed Western artist Frank McCarthy (American,
1924-2002). It is titled, "Roar of the Northerner" from the Mountain
Men Vignette Series #3, 1978. Print measures 16" x 12-1/2" visible
and is double-matted and mounted behind glass in a frame
measuring 24" tall x 20" wide.

FRANK McCARTHY "ROAR OF THE NORTHERNER"
PRINT

347

Framed watercolor depicts Makapuu Lighthouse & point from the
Oceanside at night and is signed & dated lower right by Hawaiian
artist Meyer Cummins '73. It measures 17" x 23" visible and is
matted & mounted behind glass in a frame measuring 25" tall x 31"
wide.

FRAMED MEYER CUMMINS WATERCOLOR348

Acrylic painting on stretched canvas depicts an abstract barn scene
and is signed lower-center and verso by listed artist Bill Marlieb
(New York/Oregon, 1929 - ). It measures 16" tall x 20" wide.

BILL MARLIEB ABSTRACT ACRYLIC ON CANVAS349

LOT #

Acrylic painting on stretched canvas depicts an abstract scene and
is signed lower-right by listed artist Bill Marlieb (New York/Oregon,
1929 - ). It measures 16" tall x 20" wide.

BILL MARLIEB ABSTRACT ACRYLIC ON CANVAS350

Colorful abstract acrylic painting is signed lower right by listed
Oregon artist Bill Marlieb (American, born 1929). Wrapped canvas
measures 16" tall x 20" wide.

BILL MARLIEB ORIGINAL ACRYLIC ON CANVAS351

Vintage single sided, metal chalkboard sign advertises "It's high
time for Hires Root Beer." Made in the USA. It measures 27" tall x
19" wide and appears to be in good, used condition.

HIRES ROOT BEER RESTAURANT CHALKBOARD SIGN352

Large dream catcher features wool, rabbit fur, pheasant pelt, other
feathers, beads, leather, and conchos. The mandala measures
approximately 25" across x 50" in overall length.

NATIVE AMERICAN DREAM CATCHER353

Watercolor painting features Asian figures working in a field. It is
signed lower right by listed Washington artist John Ringen (born
1928). It measures 9" x 14" visible and is matted and mounted
behind glass in a frame measuring 15" tall x 20" wide.

FRAMED JOHN RINGEN WATERCOLOR354

Original oil painting on Masonite depicts a Native American teepee
in the snow. It is signed lower right by listed Oregon artist Don
Prechtel (born 1936) and is titled verso. Painting measures 10" x
13" and is mounted in a frame measuring 16" tall x 19" wide.

DON PRECHTEL "SPIRIT LAKE" OIL ON BOARD355

Includes two framed Western theme paintings signed by Ann
Cuthrell with provenance notes written verso. Each measures 16" x
20" and are mounted in frames measuring 20" tall x 24" wide.

TWO ANN CUTHRELL FRAMED OILS ON CANVAS356

Circa 1930s catcher's mask features leather padding and strapping.
It measures approximately 11" tall x 11" wide.

VINTAGE SPALDING BASEBALL CATCHER'S MASK357

Circa 1930s catcher's mask features leather padding and strapping.
It measures approximately 12" tall x 11" wide. Someone has
personalized it with the name "Dunk."

VINTAGE SPALDING BASEBALL CATCHER'S MASK358

Thermometer advertises the Pennant Room Lounge at the
Baseball Inn, 24th & Vaughan, Portland, Oregon. An unused 1952
calendar is attached.

1950s ADVERTISING THERMOMETER & CALENDAR359

Vintage MacGregor S445 wooden baseball bat is the Ted Williams
Little League model. It measures 30" long.

VINTAGE TED WILLIAMS LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL
BAT

360
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Includes two hats with a "P," one Oakland A's hat and three
Louisville Slugger collectible bats with signatures of Johnny Bench,
Kirby Puckett, and Rickey Henderson. Each bat measures 16" long.

BASEBALL LITTLE LEAGUE COLLECTIBLES361

Six antique and vintage baseball gloves in assorted ages, styles,
makers and sizes. Includes a Bill Doak glove with last patent date
of Nov 21st 1922, a Nokona leather, a pancake catcher's mitt, first
baseman's glove, and others.

GROUP OF ANTIQUE BASEBALL GLOVES362

Vintage 5-finger baseball mitts including Roy McMillan, Ron
Perranoski, Harmon Killebrew, and Larry Sherry by Wilson; Dave
Concepcion by Rawlings; and a 5-finger softball glove by Wilson.

CIRCA 1950s BASEBALL GLOVES363

Two circa 1960s pressed steel toy trucks including a red pickup and
blue stake truck. Both appear to retain the original paint, wheels,
and Tonka decals. They measure approximately 13" in overall
length.

TWO VINTAGE TONKA TRUCK TOYS364

including a Road Champs 1:18 scale 1964 Shelby Cobra 427 S/C;
two 1:18 scale 1946 Ford Sportsman cars; Hallmark Kiddie
Classics 1940 Custom Pioneer miniature replica pedal car with
trailer (no. 23,630/39,500); 1964-1/2 Mustang convertible; 1966
Ford Mustang; "Spirit of America" 1966 Ford Mustang; Racing
Champions NASCAR stock car #3 Dale Ernhardt (in original blister
pack); and a Matchbox Brady Bunch station wagon from the Star
Car Collection (in original blister pack). The Shelby Cobra is
mounted to a plastic base measuring 12" long x 6" wide.

ASSORTED DIE CAST MODEL CARS365

Vintage pressed steel flatbed truck toy is pulling a horse trailer and
features original paint, wheels, and Tonka decals. It measures
approximately 23" in overall length.

CIRCA 1960 TONKA FARMS FLATBED TRUCK &
TRAILER

366

Vintage pressed steel Ford pickup truck toy appears to be
all-original including the Buddy-L decals. It measures 12-1/2" long

CIRCA 1960s BUDDY L HORSE RANCH TRUCK TOY367

Twelve toy vehicles by assorted makers including Hubley as well
as three glass candy containers. The wrecker measures
approximately 7" long.

VINTAGE TOY CARS & CANDY CONTAINERS368

Includes twenty circa 1950s Hubley 404 toy Ford Coupe cars in an
assortment of colors.

GROUP OF HUBLEY MIGHTY METAL TOY CARS369

Includes twenty circa 1950s Hubley 404 toy Ford Coupe cars in an
assortment of colors.

GROUP OF HUBLEY MIGHTY METAL TOY CARS370

LOT #

Two circa 1970s teddy bear mascots advertising Travelodge hotels.
The larger bear measures approximately 43" tall.

VINTAGE TRAVELODGE "SLEEPY BEAR" STUFFED
ANIMALS

371

Four packages of Mighty-Metal Toy cars including a dual pack of
"Tiny-Town" measuring 10" tall x 8" wide.

HUBLEY MIGHTY-METAL TOY CARS - NOS372

Circa 1920s cast iron elephant with howdah still bank is attributed
to A.C. Williams. It measures 5" tall x 6" long. Retains much of the
gold paint.

ANTIQUE ELEPHANT CAST IRON STILL BANK373

Circa 1920s cast iron St. Bernard rescue dog still bank is attributed
to A.C. Williams. It measures 4" tall x 6" long. Retains some of the
paint.

ANTIQUE ST. BERNARD CAST IRON STILL BANK374

Reproduced from the original in collection of The Book of
Knowledge is the Uncle Remus cast iron mechanical bank. It
measures 4" tall x 5-1/2" wide x 4" deep. The fence is detached,
but otherwise this appears to be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE CAST IRON UNCLE REMUS MECHANICAL
BANK

375

Circa 1930s cast iron still bank features a lion with ears up and tail
right. It measures 3-1/2" tall x 4-1/2" long. Retain some of the gold
paint.

ANTIQUE CAST IRON LION STILL BANK376

Circa 1920s cast iron elephant with howdah still bank is attributed
to A.C. Williams. It measures 3" tall x 4-1/2" long. Retains little of
the paint and someone has written "25" on rear flank.

ANTIQUE CAST IRON ELEPHANT STILL BANK377

Includes seven circa 1950/60s Ford shaggy dog advertising banks
with single boy and girl banks plus three father & son banks. Banks
average approximately 8" tall. Banks appear to be in good overall
condition with some minor chips commensurate with age.

VINTAGE FORD SHAGGY DOG ADVERTISING BANKS378

Vintage Fisher-Price Play Family Farm and School toys includes
barn, horse, cow, chickens, fence, school house, swings,
merry-go-round, slide, Little People figures, and more.

1960s FISHER-PRICE SCHOOL & FARM TOYS379

Antique blue enamel ware including a wash basin, colander, pot
with a bail handle, and a covered pot with strainer insert. The
largest piece measures 9-1/2" across.

PRIMITIVE BLUE & WHITE ENAMEL WARE380

Vintage single-sided porcelain on steel sign reads "Reserved for
Faculty." It measures 8" tall x 15" wide. Appears to be in fair to
good overall condition.

RESERVED FOR FACULTY PORCELAIN SIGN381
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Includes an antique 23-1/2" tall Eagle oil can embossed "D &
R.G.W." (Denver & Rio Grande Western) and a "Gem Mf'g Co." oil
can lantern measuring 10" tall.

TWO ANTIQUE RAILROAD OIL CANS382

Vintage color photo print on particle board depicts a train bridge
with train crossing the river. It measures 40" tall x 60" wide.

VINTAGE RAILROAD PHOTOGRAPH PRINT ON BOARD383

Maps shows all the routes of the Southern Pacific Railroad and is
mounted under glass in a frame measuring 27" tall x 40" wide.
Glass is cracked in the lower left corner.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC LINES MAP OF THE CONTINENTAL
US

384

Vintage color photo print on particle board depicts a train in the
distance with a field in the foreground. It measures 40" tall x 60"
wide.

VINTAGE RAILROAD PHOTOGRAPH PRINT ON BOARD385

Two vintage wood frames - one is labeled "Canadian Pacific
Steamships"(chipping at lower left corner) and the other "Canadian
Nation Railways, Valley of the Athabaska - Jasper National Park,
Rocky Mountains, Alberta." Each measures approximately 13-1/2"
tall x 11-1/2" deep.

TWO CANADIAN TRANSPORTATION FRAMES386

Framed poster board depicts the Short Line Network of Southern
Pacific Lines with regional, local, and terminal and switching
connecting carriers. It is mounted in a frame measuring 33" tall x
38" wide.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC LINES SHORT LINE NETWORK387

Includes a large framed print of a locomotive signed in pencil by
the artist D.R. Light taken from the original watercolor, plus two
more train prints. Largest piece measures 26" tall x 20" wide with
frame.

THREE FRAMED RAILROAD PRINTS388

Limited edition framed print features a New Jersey engine with coal
tender pulling a pair of Pullman cars numbered 179/300, dated
1974 and signed lower center in pencil James Edward Coyle. It
measures 5-1/2" x 29-1/2" and is matted & mounted behind glass in
a frame measuring 9" tall x 33" wide.

FRAMED "PAIR O' PULLMAN" SIGNED LITHOGRAPH389

Turn of the century railroad inspector lamp is marked "Dietz Acme
Inspector Lamp." It measures 15" x 9" wide x 7-1/2" deep. Good
overall condition, but no globe.

ANTIQUE DIETZ ACME INSPECTOR LAMP390

Antique Adlake Kero railroad lantern features a red globe marked
UPRR (Union Pacific Railroad) with bail handle. It measures 9-1/2"
tall and appears to be in good overall condition. Appears to be in
nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE UPRR ADLAKE KERO RAILROAD LANTERN391

LOT #

22 locks by assorted makers including Eagle, Keline (3-1/2" tall),
and Adlake. Most are marked S.P. Co. for Southern Pacific
Railway but there is also one Soo Line and one C&NW (Chicago &
Northwestern). Lot also includes three 8-1/2" red signal lenses.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE RAILROAD SWITCH LOCKS392

Includes four wooden Union Pacific Railroad cigar boxes, two glass
ashtrays, and assorted railway-related matches. Each wooden box
originally contained 25 cigars made exclusively for the UPRR by
the House of Windsor, Windsor, PA. Box measures 1-1/2" tall x
7-1/2" long x 7" wide.

UNION PACIFIC CIGAR BOXES, ASHTRAYS & MATCHES393

Includes two train caboose wall mount kerosene oil lamps - one
comes with burner marked "Mod. C Aladdin" on the knob. The
other appears to be unmarked. Each lamp projects 11" off the wall.

TWO ALADDIN MODEL C RAILROAD CABOOSE OIL
LAMPS

394

Antique railroad lantern is embossed "The Non Sweating Adlake
Lamp, Chicago" and features red, white and blue lenses. It
measures 16" tall x 8" wide x 8" deep. Appears to be in good
overall condition with some signs of age.

ANTIQUE ADLAKE RAILROAD LANTERN395

Top of railroad lamp is embossed "The Non-Sweating Adlake
Lamp, Chicago" and the bottom edge is stamped "UPRR." It
features two red and two green bullseye lenses and stands
approximately 16" tall.

ANTIQUE ADLAKE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD SIGNAL
LAMP

396

German railway lantern by Osmeka Osnabruch features red & clear
glass lenses and red & white chequer sides. It stands 18" tall.

CIRCA 1930s GERMAN RAILROAD LAMP397

Assorted vintage Santa Fe RR ephemera and advertising including
time tables, calendars from 1975 & 1978, travel brochures, and
more.

SANTA FE RAILROAD EPHEMERA & ADVERTISING398

Assorted vintage RR ephemera including ticket stubs, tank car
mileage earnings cancelled checks, parcel check stubs, and more.

ASSORTED RAILROAD EPHEMERA399

Time tables are primarily for Santa Fe RR including The Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, Rio Grande Western Railroad, and
more.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF RAILROAD TIMETABLES400

Antique cast iron door handle plates feature the Union Pacific
Railroad shield with holes for the knob and skeleton key. Each
measures 7-1/2" tall x 2-1/2" wide and are marked "Russwin."

UNION PACIFIC RR ADVERTISING DOOR HANDLE
PLATES

401
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Signal marker is from the last run of the Del Monte Local (Monterey
Branch) in 1984. Lens measures 7" in diameter.

END OF TRAIN RAILROAD SIGNAL MARK402

Assorted antique trustee certificates bonds and shares. Railroads
include The Columbus, Lima and Milwaukee Railway Company
from 1929, Consolidate Traction Company, Cedar Rapids and
Saint Paul Railway, Illinois Central, and Choctaw and Memphis
Railroad. All appear to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE RAILROAD BONDS403

Vintage bookends are made from railroad track and are incised
"1988." Each measures 7" tall x 6" wide x 7" deep.

VINTAGE TRAIN TRACK BOOKENDS404

Includes a large assortment of vintage Union Pacific timetables for
different lines from the 1960s to the 90s.

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD EPHEMERA405

Five double-deck packs of railroad playing cards advertising the
Chesapeake and Ohio Lines. Cards feature Chessie the cat,
mascot of C&O. Some decks are still factory sealed.

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RAILWAY PLAYING CARDS406

Fifteen vintage decks of cards advertising a variety of railway lines
including Frisco, Nickel Plate Road, Long Island, Seaboard Coast
Line, Union Pacific, Rock Island, City of Miami, Southern Pacific,
and others.

ASSORTED RAILROAD PLAYING CARDS407

Includes approximately thirteen packs of transportation advertising
souvenir playing cards including Southern Lines Pacific, Pullman
Bridge cards, Burlington Northern, and others. Pack completeness
not verified.

ASSORTED TRANSPORTATION ADVERTISING PLAYING
CARDS

408

Eleven vintage decks of UPRR playing cards and a double-deck
pack advertising SP. One additional double-deck is still factory
sealed. Leather with brass corner holder measures 4-1/4" x 5-3/4".

UNION PACIFIC & SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD
CARDS

409

A collection of breakfast, dinner and beverage menus from dinning
cars of various rail lines including, United States Lines (1933),
Southern Pacific (1940s), Union Pacific (1940s), various children's
menus from the 1940s, Great Northern Railway (1940s), and more.

VINTAGE STREAMLINER MENUS & EPHEMERA410

Includes a large selection of vintage & antique post cars plus a few
viewer cards and photographs of trains.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE TRAVEL POSTCARDS &
EPHEMERA

411

Includes several packages of golf balls -- all marked with railroad
logos, mainly Union Pacific and Southern Pacific.

ASSORTED RAILROAD ADVERTISING GOLF BALLS412

LOT #

Includes a large assortment of vintage Southern Pacific timetables
for different lines from the 1980s and 90s.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD EPHEMERA413

Includes a large assortment of vintage RR timetables for different
lines as well as a 1947 "Everyman's Almanac" from The Milwaukee
Road.

ASSORTED RAILROAD TIMETABLES & EPHEMERA414

Assorted RR ephemera including Interchange Rules 1972 field
manual, "Booklet of Options," "Chicago Operating Guide," safety
manuals, books, instruction manuals, and more.

ASSORTED RAILROAD EPHEMERA415

Large assortment of vintage Union Pacific RR advertising and
holiday calendars with dates from the 1960s to 1990s. Most
measure approximately 23" tall x 12-1/2" wide.

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD ADVERTISING CALENDARS416

Large assortment of vintage railroad advertising mugs including
primarily Southern Pacific Lines plus others.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC RR ADVERTISING MUGS & MORE417

Includes a large assortment of RR advertising mugs with Union
Pacific, St Louis Southwestern "Cotton Belt Route," Rock Island as
well as other advertising mugs.

ASSORTED RAILROAD ADVERTISING MUGS418

Seventeen assorted vintage baseball hats and visors advertising
various railroads including Southern Pacific, Santa Fe Pacific,
Kansas City Southern Lines, Rock Island, and others.

RAILROAD ADVERTISING BASEBALL CAPS & VISORS419

Includes two lighted hanging signs with removable plexi advertising
on the front and back. Each measure 36" x 36" x 6-1/2".

H&R BLOCK LIGHTED ADVERTISING SIGNS420
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